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REALIZATION OF ANALYTIC MODULI
FOR PARABOLIC DULAC GERMS
P. MARDEŠIĆ1, M. RESMAN2
Abstract. In a previous paper [7] we have determined analytic invariants,
that is, moduli of analytic classification, for parabolic generalized Dulac germs.
This class contains parabolic Dulac (almost regular) germs, that appear as first
return maps of hyperbolic polycycles. Here we solve the problem of realization
of these moduli.
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1. Introduction and main definitions
Dulac germs appear as displacement functions in a neighborhood of a hyperbolic
polycycle in planar vector fields. They are parabolic if tangent to the identity. In
[7], we have described the Ecalle-Voronin-like moduli of analytic classification for
parabolic (generalized) Dulac germs defined on standard quadratic domains. They
are given as a countable sequence of diffeomorphisms, having a symmetry property
with respect to the real axis and a rate of decrease of radii of convergence adapted
to the standard quadratic domain of definition. As a continuation of [7], in this
paper we solve the problem of realization of moduli of analytic classification in a
bigger class of parabolic generalized Dulac germs. We prove that, for each sequence
of diffeomorphisms with controlled radii of convergence, there exists a germ defined
on a standard quadratic domain realizing them, admitting a power-logarithmic
transserial asymptotic expansion. The expansion is not necessarily unique. See [9]
for the problem of well-defined transserial asymptotic expansions and the notion
of section functions providing a canonical method of summation at limit ordinal
steps. We prove moreover that there exists a parabolic generalized Dulac germ, with
uniquely defined power-logarithmic asymptotic expansion, but defined on a smaller
linear domain, that realizes them as its analytic moduli. We use the Cauchy-Heine
construction as in e.g. [5], motivated by the realization of analytic moduli for saddle
nodes in [11]. The advantage of the Cauchy-Heine construction over the standard
use of uniformization method, as in [12], is that Cauchy-Heine integrals provide the
control of power-logarithmic asymptotic expansions.
Let us first recall shortly main definitions and results from [7].
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1.1. Main definitions. Recall from Ilyashenko [3] the definition of almost regular
germs. We call them Dulac germs in [7]. They are defined and analytic on a stan-
dard quadratic domain RC . It is a subset of the Riemann surface of the logarithm,
in the logarithmic chart ζ = − log z given by:
ϕ
(
C+ \K(0, R)), ϕ(ζ) = ζ + C(ζ + 1) 12 , C > 0, R > 0.
Here, C+ = {ζ ∈ C : Re(ζ) > 0}. See Figure 1.1. Moreover, Dulac germs are real
on the real line and admit power-logarithmic asymptotic expansion, as z → 0, where
powers of z are strictly increasing to infinity and are multiplied by polynomials in
logarithm, see [3, 10] or [7, Definition 2.1] for precise definition. By a germ on
a standard quadratic domain [2], we mean an equivalence class of functions that
coincide on some standard quadratic domain (for arbitrarily big R > 0 and C > 0).
If a Dulac germ is tangent to the identity, that is, if it is of the form
f(z) = z + o(z), z ∈ RC ,
we call it a parabolic Dulac germ.
Figure 1.1. Standard quadratic domains RC , C > 0, in the log-
arithmic chart.
We work simultaneously in the original z-chart and in the logarithmic ζ = − log z
chart. The radii of the standard quadratic domain tend to zero with an exponential
speed as we increase the level of the Riemann surface. If by ϕ ∈ [(k−1)pi, (k+ 1)pi)
we denote the k-th level of the surface RC , k ∈ Z, and by ϕk = kpi, k ∈ Z, then
the maximal radii r(ϕk) by levels k ∈ Z decrease at most at the rate:
Ke−D
√
|k|pi
2 , |k| → ∞, for some D > 0, K > 0.
In [7, Definition 2.2], a larger parabolic generalized Dulac class is introduced. It
contains parabolic Dulac germs. We repeat the definition of parabolic generalized
Dulac germs in Definition 1.3 below. In this paper, we give realization result
for any given sequence of moduli satisfying some uniform bound in the parabolic
generalized Dulac class, but for parabolic generalized Dulac germs defined on a
smaller domain that we call a standard linear domain. Due to technical reasons
in Cauchy-Heine construction, on standard quadratic domain we get realization
result by germs that admit a power-logarithmic transserial asymptotic expansion,
but we cannot prove unicity of the asymptotic expansion after the first three terms.
Nevertheless, we obtain uniqueness of the generalized Dulac asymptotic expansion
on a smaller, standard linear domain.
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By [3, 10], this domain is not sufficiently large to apply Phragmen-Lindelöf and
get injectivity of the mapping f 7→ f̂ , where f̂ is the generalized Dulac asymp-
totic expansion of f . The question of extending the realization result to parabolic
generalized Dulac germs on a standard quadratic domain remains open.
Definition 1.1. A standard linear domain Ra,b, a > 0, b ≥ 0, in the logarithmic
chart is a subset of C+ given by:
Ra,b :=
{
ζ ∈ C+ : b− aRe(ζ) < Im(ζ) < −b+ aRe(ζ), Re(ζ) > b
a
}
.
Figure 1.2. Standard linear domains Ra,b, a > 0, b ≥ 0, in the
logarithmic chart.
We recall from [7] the definition of the parabolic generalized Dulac class. We will
call an `-cusp an open cusp that is the image of an open sector V of positive opening
at 0 by the change of variables ` = − 1log z , and we will denote it by S = `(V ). See
Figure 1.3. Any open `-cusp `(V ′) ⊂ S, where V ′ ⊂ V is a proper subsector, will
be called a proper `-subcusp of S.
Figure 1.3. `-cusp.
Definition 1.2 (log-Gevrey asymptotic expansions on `-cusps, Definition 4.1 in
[7]). Let F be a germ analytic on an `-cusp S = `(V ). We say that F admits
F̂ (`) =
∑∞
k=0 ak`
k, ak ∈ C, as its log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion of order m > 0
if, for every proper `-subcusp S′ = `(V ′) ⊂ S, V ′ ⊂ V, there exists a constant
CS′ > 0 such that, for every n ∈ N, n ≥ 2, it holds that:
|F (`)−
n−1∑
k=0
ak`
k| ≤ CS′ ·m−n · logn n · e− nlogn |`|n, ` ∈ S′.
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For more details on properties of log-Gevrey classes and for the proof of their
closedness to algebraic operations +, · and to differentiation, see [7, Section 4]. We
state here just the following uniqueness result, that will be immediately important
for the definition and the uniqueness of generalized Dulac expansions. If F̂ (`) is the
log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion of order m > 0 of function F analytic on `-cusp
S = `(V ), where V is a sector of opening strictly bigger than pim , then F is unique
analytic function on S that admits F̂ (`) as its log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion of
order m. The proof can be found in [7, Section 4].
Definition 1.3 (Parabolic generalized Dulac germs, Definition 2.2 in [7]). We say
that a parabolic germ f(z) = z − zα`m + o(zα`m), α > 1, m ∈ Z, analytic on a
standard quadratic domain RC (or: standard linear domain Ra,b) that maps R+ to
R+ is a parabolic generalized Dulac germ if, on its every invariant petal V ±j , j ∈ Z,
of opening 2piα−1 , it admits an asymptotic expansion of the form:
f(z) = z +
n∑
i=1
zαiRj,±i (`) + o(z
αn+δn), δn > 0,
for every n ∈ N, as z → 0 on V ±j . Here, α1 = α, αi > 1 are strictly increasing to
+∞ and finitely generated, and Rj,±i (`) are analytic functions on open cusps `(V ±j )
which admit common log-Gevrey asymptotic expansions Rˆi(`) of order strictly big-
ger than α−12 , as `→ 0:
Rˆi(`) =
∞∑
k=Ni
aik`
k, aik ∈ R, Ni ∈ Z,
If, moreover, the beginning of the asymptotic expansion is uniform on RC (or Ra,b).
That is, if there exists a uniform constant C > 0 and a quadratic subdomain RC′ ⊂
RC (or a linear subdomain Ra′,b′ ⊂ Ra,b) such that:∣∣f(z)− (z − zα`m)∣∣ ≤ C|zα`m+1|, z ∈ RC′ (i.e. Ra′,b′).(1.1)
We then say that the series f̂ ∈ L̂ given by:
f̂(z) := z +
n∑
i=1
zαiR̂i(`)
is the generalized Dulac asymptotic expansion of f .
Note that all coeficients of the expansion are real, due to the invariance of R+ under
f .
A generalized Dulac asymptotic expansion is an asymptotic expansion in the
class of transseries L̂(R). As discussed in [9], an asymptotic expansion of a germ in
L̂(R) is in general not well-defined, nor unique. The generalized Dulac expansion
is a sectional asymptotic expansion (see [9] for precise definition of sections) that
becomes unique after a canonical choice of section functions at limit ordinal steps
- here, the log-Gevrey sums of a certain order.
The parabolic Dulac (almost regular in [2]) germs are trivially parabolic gener-
alized Dulac germs. In that case we have a canonical choice of polynomial sections.
Polynomial functions in `−1 are convergent Laurent series in `.
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In [7], we have introduced the notion of analytic conjugacy or analytic equiva-
lence of parabolic generalized Dulac germs, see [7, Definition 5.1]. We repeat the
definition here. For simplicity, we work here with normalized parabolic generalized
Dulac germs whose second coefficient is equal to −1. Each parabolic generalized
Dulac germ can be brought to this form simply by a homothecy:
f(z) = z − zα`m + o(zα`m), α > 1, m ∈ Z.
Definition 1.4 (Analytic equivalence of parabolic generalized Dulac germs, Defini-
tion 4.1 from [7]). We say that two normalized parabolic generalized Dulac germs f
and g defined on a standard quadratic domain RC (or on a standard linear domain
Ra,b) are analytically conjugated if:
(1) their generalized Dulac asymptotic expansions f̂ and ĝ are formally conju-
gated1 in L̂(R), and
(2) there exists a diffeomorphism h(z) = z+o(z) of standard quadratic domain
RC (or standard linear domain Ra,b), such that:
g = h−1 ◦ f ◦ h, on RC or Ra,b.
In [7, Theorem B] we have derived the following result about the moduli of
analytic classification for parabolic generalized Dulac germs in the sense of Ecalle,
Voronin. For more details, see [7].
Let f be a parabolic generalized Dulac germ defined on a standard quadratic (or
linear) domain, belonging to L̂(R)-formal class (2,m, ρ), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R. As in
[7], α = 2 is taken for simplicity. Let (Ψj±)j∈Z be its analytic Fatou coordinates
on attracting and repelling petals V j±, j ∈ Z, along the domain. We have proved
in [7, Theorem B] that there exists a symmetric (with respect to R-axis) sequence
(hj0, h
j
∞)j∈Z of analytic germs of diffeomorphism that satisfy:
hj0(t) := e
−2piiΨj−1+ ◦(Ψj−)−1(− log t2pii ), t ≈ 0
hj∞(t) := e
2piiΨj−◦(Ψj+)−1( log t2pii ), t ≈ 0, j ∈ Z,(1.2)
and that this sequence and the formal class (2,m, ρ) form a complete system of
analytic invariants of a parabolic generalized Dulac germ. These diffeomorphisms
are called the horn maps for f .
As in [7], we say that the sequence of pairs (hj0, h
j
∞)j∈Z of analytic germs of
diffeomorphisms is symmetric with respect to R+ if the following holds (on the
domains of definition of hj0 and h
j
∞, j ∈ Z):
(1.3)
(
h−j+10
)−1
(t) ≡ hj∞(t), t ∈ (C, 0), j ∈ Z.
Due to the standard quadratic domain of definition of f , the radii Rj of definition
of the sequence of horn maps are decreasing, as |j| → ∞, and are bounded from
below by:
(1.4) Rj ≥ K1e−KeC
√
|j|
, j ∈ Z, for some K1, K, C > 0.
1i.e. have the same L̂(R)-formal invariants (α,m, ρ), α > 1, m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R, see [8].
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Note that, in the case that the germ is defined only on a standard linear domain,
it is easy to see that the radii of definition of its horn maps may decrease quicker.
More precisely, they are bounded from below by:
(1.5) Rj ≥ K1e−KeC|j| , j ∈ Z, for some K1, K, C > 0.
By horn maps, we in fact mean the equivalence classes of germs, up to the
following identifications. Two sequences
(hj0, h
j
∞; Rj)j∈Z and (k
j
0, k
j
∞; R˜j)j∈Z
with maximal radii of convergence Rj resp. R˜j , satisfying lower bounds of the type
(1.4) or (1.5), are equivalent if there exist sequences (aj)j∈Z, (bj)j∈Z ∈ C∗ such
that
(1.6) hj0(t) = aj−1 · kj0
( t
bj
)
, hj∞(t) = bj · kj∞
( t
aj
)
, j ∈ Z.
2. Main results
For simplicity, as in [7], we consider here only parabolic generalized Dulac germs
of order 2 in variable z, defined on a standard quadratic domain RC ,
f(z) = z − az2`m + o(z2`m), a > 0, m ∈ Z−.
In more general case α > 1, the realization result remains the same (just the number
of petals on each level of the surface of the logarithm depends on the size of α).
In this paper, we solve the realization problem in the subset of prenormalized
parabolic generalized Dulac germs:
f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z2`m), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R.
By Proposition 7.1 in the Appendix, its sectorial Fatou coordinate is of the form:
Ψ±j = Ψ0 +R
±
j , on V
±
j ,
where Ψ0 is the Fatou coordinate of the formal normal form f0 of f .
2.1. Main theorems.
Let
f(z) = z − z2`m + o(z2`m), m ∈ Z,
be a parabolic generalized Dulac germ. Let Ψ±j , j ∈ Z, be its sectorially analytic
Fatou coordinates on petals V ±j , precisely defined in [7, Theorem A].
To a sequence of horn maps of f ,
(
hj0, h
j
∞
)
j∈Z defined in [7, Theorem B] and
in (1.2), there naturally corresponds a sequence of exponentially small cocycles
(Gj0, G
j
∞)j∈Z, defined and analytic on intersections V
j
0 and V
j
∞ of consecutive petals,
such that:
Gj0(z) := g
j
0(e
−2piiΨj−(z)), z ∈ V j0 ,
Gj∞(z) := g
j
∞(e
2piiΨj+(z)), z ∈ V j∞.
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Here, V j0 := V
j−1
+ ∩V j− and V j∞ := V j− ∩V j+, j ∈ Z, and gj0, gj∞, j ∈ Z, are analytic
germs at t ≈ 0, such that
(hj0)
−1(t) = te2piig
j
0(t), hj∞(t) = te
2piigj∞(t), t ≈ 0.
The following is an equivalent formulation of (1.2) using Gj0,∞ and g
j
0,∞, j ∈ Z:
Ψj−1+ (z)−Ψj−(z) = gj0(e−2piiΨ
j−1
+ (z)) = Gj0(z), z ∈ V j0 ,
Ψj−(z)−Ψj+(z) = gj∞(e2piiΨ
j
+(z)) = Gj∞(z), z ∈ V j∞, j ∈ Z.
Proposition 2.1 (Uniform bounds by levels for horn maps of parabolic generalized
Dulac germs on standard linear or quadratic domains). Let f(z) = z − z2`m +
ρz3`2m+1 + o(z3`2m+1), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R, be a prenormalized analytic germ on a
standard quadratic or standard linear domain. Assume that there exists a constant
C > 0 such that:
(2.1) |f(z)− z + z2`m − ρz3`2m+1| ≤ C|z3`2m+2|,
on some quadratic or linear subdomain. Let (hj0, h
j
∞)j∈Z, be a sequence of its horn
maps (constructed in [7, Theorem A]). Let gj0,∞(t), j ∈ Z, be defined as above. Then
the following uniform bounds hold (uniform in j): there exist uniform constants
c, d > 0 such that, equivalently:
|hj0,∞(t)− t| ≤ d|t|2, |(hj0,∞)′(t)− 1| ≤ d|t|, or(2.2)
|gj0,∞(t)| ≤ c|t|, |(gj0,∞)′(t)| ≤ c, 0 < |t| ≤ Rj , j ∈ Z.(2.3)
The proof, which is a consequence of uniform bounds (2.1) in the definition of a
parabolic generalized Dulac germ, is in the Appendix.
Note moreover that parabolic generalized Dulac germs satisfy the assumptions of
the proposition.
We now state two realization theorems, Theorem A and Theorem B. They
are both dealing with the following problem of realization: given a formal class
(2,m, ρ), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R, and a sequence of pairs of analytic germs of diffeomor-
phisms (hj0, h
j
∞)j∈Z, symmetric with respect to R+ and satisfying bounds (2.2), does
there exist a parabolic generalized Dulac germ belonging to formal class (2,m, ρ) and
realizing this sequence as its sequence of horn maps? A similar realization question
was answered positively for regular parabolic germs in [12].
First, in Theorem A, we answer the realization question positively in the class
of prenormalized germs of the form:
(2.4) f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z3`2m+1), z ∈ RC ,
leaving R+ invariant and analytic on a standard quadratic domain. However, we
do not claim the uniqueness of the transserial asymptotic expansion of f in L̂(R)
after the first three terms given in (2.1). In particular, the germ is not necessarily
parabolic generalized Dulac.
In Theorem B, we realize any sequence of pairs satisfying bounds (2.2) by par-
abolic generalized Dulac germs of the form (2.4) belonging to the formal class
(2,m, ρ), but on a smaller standard linear domain. Note that such germs admit
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a well-defined unique generalized Dulac asymptotic expansion. On smaller stan-
dard linear domains the map f 7→ f̂ , for parabolic generalized Dulac germs f , is
well-defined, but the domain is too small to apply Phragmen-Lindelöf [3] and get
injectivity.
To conclude, we prove in Theorem B that, on a standard linear domain, there
is a bijective correspondence between analytic classes of parabolic prenormalized
generalized Dulac germs belonging to the same formal class and all sequences of
pairs of analytic germs of diffeomorphisms satisfying bounds (1.5) and (2.2), with
appropriate identifications on both sides.
Theorem A (Realization by parabolic germs on a standard quadratic domain).
Let ρ ∈ R, m ∈ Z. Let (hj0, hj∞; Rj)j∈Z be a sequence of pairs of analytic germs of
diffeomorphisms, symmetric with respect to R+ as in (1.3), and with maximal radii
of convergence Rj bounded from below by
Rj ≥ K1e−KeC
√
|j|
, j ∈ Z,
for some C, K, K1 > 0. Let the elements of the sequence on their respective
domains of definition satisfy the uniform bound (2.2). Then there exists a germ
(2.5) f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z3`2m+1),
analytic on a standard quadratic domain, leaving R+ invariant and satisfying (2.1)2,
that realizes this sequence as its horn maps, up to identifications (1.6).
Theorem B (Realization by parabolic generalized Dulac germs on a standard
linear domain). Let ρ ∈ R, m ∈ Z. Let (hj0, hj∞; Rj)j∈Z be a sequence of pairs of
analytic germs of diffeomorphisms, symmetric with respect to R+ as in (1.3), and
with maximal radii of convergence Rj bounded from below by
Rj ≥ K1e−KeC|j| , j ∈ Z,
for some C, K, K1 > 0. Let the elements of the sequence on their respective
domains of definition satisfy the uniform bound (2.2). Then there exists a prenor-
malized parabolic generalized Dulac germ
g(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z3`2m+1),
analytic on a standard linear domain and satisfying (2.1), that realizes this sequence
as its horn maps, up to identifications (1.6). In particular, g admits the generalized
Dulac asymptotic expansion, as z → 0.
Remark 2.2. Note the difference between Theorem A and Theorem B. In Theorem
A, we realize the pairs of diffeomorphisms as moduli of a parabolic diffeomorphism f
on a bigger (quadratic) domain, but the diffeomorphism f does not necessarily have
a generalized Dulac asymptotic expansion. In Theorem B, the constructed parabolic
diffeomorphism g realizing the moduli has the required assymptotic expansion, but
is defined on a smaller (linear) domain.
In the course of proof of Theorems A and B in Sections 3-5, it can be seen that
the parabolic generalized Dulac germ g constructed in Theorem B is not just a
2Recall from [7] that a germ f analytic on a standard quadratic domain and satisfying (1.1)
admits petalwise dynamics along the standard quadratic domain, as described in Theorem A in
[7]. The same can be deduced for standard linear domains.
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restriction to a linear domain Ra,b ⊂ RC of a germ f constructed in Theorem A
(for the same sequence of pairs of horn maps on a bigger quadratic domain RC).
The reason behind that is Cauchy-Heine integration along different lines on different
domains. Therefore, we have not proven that the parabolic generalized Dulac germ
defined on a linear domain and realizing the given sequence of pairs can be extended
as an analytic germ to a standard quadratic domain. So, as far as we know, nothing
can be concluded about Gevrey nature and uniqueness of the asymptotic expansion
after the first three terms of the germ constructed in Theorem A onRC and realizing
the given sequence of pairs of horn maps. The best that we can deduce is the
following Corollary 2.3.
Finally, note that on a standard linear domain we can realize a given sequence
by a prenormalized parabolic generalized Dulac germ belonging to any formal class
(2,m, ρ), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R.
Corollary 2.3. Let (hj0, h
j
∞)j∈Z be a sequence of pairs of analytic diffeomorphisms,
symmetric with respect to R+ as in (1.3), and satisfying (2.2). Let m ∈ Z and
ρ ∈ R. Let f(z) be the germ defined on a standard quadratic domain RC of the
form
f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z3`2m+1),
that by Theorem A realizes the above sequence of pairs as its horn maps. Let
moreover g(z) be parabolic generalized Dulac germ of the same form defined on a
standard linear domain Ra,b ⊂ RC that by Theorem B realizes the above sequence of
pairs as its horn maps. Then there exists an analytic diffeomorphism ϕ(z) = z+o(z)
on Ra,b, such that ϕ−1 ◦ g ◦ϕ can be extended from Ra,b analytically to the germ f
on RC .
Proof. From the equality of horn maps of f and g on Ra,b ⊂ RC , by the proof
of [7, Theorem B] it follows that f and g are analytically conjugated on Ra,b by
ϕ(z) = z+ o(z). However, since f is not in general parabolic generalized Dulac, we
cannot deduce anything about the nature and uniqueness of the power-logarithmic
asymptotic expansion of this conjugacy ϕ(z). The statement follows by uniqueness
of analytic continuation from Ra,b to RC . 
3. Realization of infinite cocycles on standard linear and standard
quadratic domains
In this section, we prove Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 which are realization proposi-
tions for exponentially small cocycles on standard quadratic domains RC ⊂ R, or
standard linear domains Ra,b ⊂ R respectively. Here, R is the Riemann surface
of the logarithm. We adapt the construction from [6] for realization of a cocycle
in C, using Cauchy-Heine integrals. Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 are prerequisites for
proving Theorems A and B.
In Section 4, we prove Theorem A. Motivated by [11] and realization of analytic
moduli for saddle-node vector fields, we find a (prenormalized) parabolic germ f in
any formal class (2,m, ρ), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R, analytic on a standard quadratic domain,
such that its differences of sectorial Fatou coordinates realize a given cocycle on
intersections of its petals. We use Proposition 3.1 in each step of the iterative
construction of the Fatou coordinate, starting the construction with the Fatou
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coordinate of the formal normal form and then improving the approximation in
each step. Note that f is just analytic on a standard quadratic domain; we do not
claim any asymptotic expansion in L̂(R) of f after the three initial terms.
In Section 5, we prove Theorem B. Using Proposition 3.2, we prove that, if we
perform the construction from Section 4 on a smaller standard linear domain, we get
that f additionally admits a generalized Dulac asymptotic expansion. In this proof,
for standard quadratic domains instead of standard linear, a log-Gevrey property
of sufficient order on limit ordinal steps of the expansion does not seem to hold.
For standard quadratic domains there is a technical problem of too long lines of
integration in Cauchy - Heine integrals. This results in insufficient Gevrey estimates
which prevent canonical summability on limit ordinal steps, and in non-uniqueness
of asymptotic expansion in L̂(R).
Classically (see e.g.[6]), we say that a function h defined and holomorphic on an
open sector V is exponentially flat of order m > 0 at 0 in V if, for every subsector
V ′ ⊂ V , there exist constants C > 0 and M > 0, such that
|h(z)| ≤ Ce− M|z|m , z ∈ V ′.
Proposition 3.1 (Realization of infinite cocycles on standard quadratic domains).
Let V j0 resp. V
j
∞, j ∈ Z, denote open petals of opening pi centered at directions
(4j − 3)pi2 resp. (4j − 1)pi2 . Let the petals belong to a standard quadratic domain.
That is, if we denote by rj the radii of V
j
0 and V
j
∞ at central directions, then there
exist constants C > 0, K > 0 such that:
(3.1) rj ≥ Ke−C
√
|j|, j ∈ Z.
Let V +j resp. V
−
j , j ∈ Z, denote the open covering of a standard quadratic domain
by petals of opening 2pi centered at directions 2jpi resp. (2j − 1)pi, such that
(3.2) V j+10 = V
−
j+1 ∩ V +j , V j∞ = V −j ∩ V +j .
Let (Gj0, G
j
∞)j∈Z be pairs of holomorphic functions on V
j
0 and V
j
∞, j ∈ Z, not
identically equal to zero and uniformly flat of order m > 0 at 0. That is, for
subsectors U j0 ⊂ V j0 and U j∞ ⊂ V j∞, centered at central lines of V j0 and V j∞, and of
uniform opening in j ∈ Z, there exist C > 0 and M > 0 independent of j, such
that:
(3.3) |Gj0,∞(z)| ≤ Ce−
M
|z|m , z ∈ U j0,∞, j ∈ Z.
Then there exist analytic functions R±j (z) = o(1), as z → 0, defined on petals V ±j ,
j ∈ Z, such that:
Rj−1+ (z)−Rj−(z) = Gj0(z), z ∈ V j0 ,
Rj−(z)−Rj+(z) = Gj∞(z), z ∈ V j∞, j ∈ Z.(3.4)
Moreover, for subsectors S±j ⊂ V ±j centered at central lines of V ±j and of uniform
opening in j, there exists a uniform (in j) constant C > 0 such that:
(3.5) |R±j (z)| ≤ C|`|, z ∈ S±j , j ∈ Z.
Proposition 3.2 (Realization of infinite cocycles on standard linear domains).
Let all assumptions and notations as in Proposition 3.1 hold, except that (3.1) is
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replaced by
(3.6) rj ≥ Ke−C|j|, j ∈ Z, C, K > 0.
Let {V +j , V −j }j∈Z be an open cover of a standard linear domain by petals of opening
2pi centered at directions 2jpi resp. (2j−1)pi, and let V j0 and V j∞ be the intersections
of consecutive petals as in (3.2), j ∈ Z. Then there exist analytic functions R±j (z) =
o(1), as z → 0, defined on petals V ±j , j ∈ Z, such that (3.4) and (3.5) holds.
Moreover, if we put ` = 1− log z and
R˜±j (`) := R
±
j (z), ` ∈ `(V ±j ), j ∈ Z,
all R˜±j (`) admit common R̂(`) ∈ L̂0(R) as their log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion
of order m, as `→ 0 in `-cusp `(V ±j ).
We will say that functions (R±j (z))j∈Z or transseries R̂(`) ∈ L̂0(R) constructed
in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 realize the given cocycle (Gj0, G
j
∞)j∈Z on a standard
quadratic resp. standard linear domain.
We prove Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 simultaneously. The proof is based on the
following Lemmas 3.3-3.5.
For simplicity, we work in the logarithmic chart ζ = − log z instead on the
Riemann surface of the logarithm. Put
G˜j0,∞(ζ) := G
j
0,∞
(
e−ζ
)
, j ∈ Z.
Then G˜j0,∞ are defined and analytic on petals in the logarithmic chart V˜
j
0,∞ =
− log(V j0,∞). The petals V˜ j0,∞ in the logarithmic chart are bisected by the lines
ending at ∞:
Cj0 . . .
[
− log rj + i(4j − 3)pi
2
,+∞+ i(4j − 3)pi
2
]
,
Cj∞ . . .
[
− log rj + i(4j − 1)pi
2
,+∞+ i(4j − 1)pi
2
]
,(3.7)
corresponding to the central lines
[
0, rje
i(4j−3)pi2
]
of V j0 , i.e.
[
0, rje
i(4j−1)pi2
]
of V j∞
in the original z-chart. Note that (3.1) gives:
(3.8) − log rj ≤ C
√
|j|, j ∈ Z,
for a standard quadratic domain from Proposition 3.1, and (3.6) gives:
(3.9) − log rj ≤ C|j|, j ∈ Z,
for a standard linear domain from Proposition 3.2.
In ζ-chart, (3.3) becomes: for subsectors U˜ j0,∞ ⊂ V˜ j0,∞ bisected by Cj0,∞ and of
uniform opening in j, there exist M, C > 0 such that
(3.10) |G˜j0,∞(ζ)| ≤ Ce−Me
mRe(ζ)
, ζ ∈ U˜ j0,∞.
That is, G˜j0,∞, j ∈ Z, are uniformly (in j ∈ Z) superexponential of order m > 0, as
Re(ζ)→∞ in V˜ j0,∞.
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Lemma 3.3 (Cauchy-Heine integrals). Let R+0,j resp. R+∞,j, j ∈ Z, be the parts of
the standard quadratic domain in the logarithmic chart (− logRC) containing V˜ j0
resp. V˜ j∞ and all points of the domain above V˜
j
0 resp. V˜
j
∞. Equivalently, let R−0,j
resp. R−∞,j be the parts containing V˜ j0 resp. V˜ j∞ and all points of the domain below
them. Let (G˜j0, G˜
j
∞)j∈Z defined on (V˜
j
0 , V˜
j
∞)j∈Z, be an infinite cocycle, uniformly
3
flat of order m > 0, as in (3.3).
(1) Let the functions F˜±0,j and F˜
±
∞,j, j ∈ Z, be defined as the Cauchy-Heine
integrals of G˜0,j , G˜∞,j along lines Cj0,∞:
F˜±0,j(w) :=
1
2pii
ˆ
Cj0
G˜j0(ζ)
ζ − wdζ =
1
2pii
ˆ +∞+i(4j−3)pi2
− log rj+i(4j−3)pi2
G˜j0(ζ)
ζ − wdζ,
F˜±∞,j(w) :=
1
2pii
ˆ
Cj∞
G˜j∞(ζ)
ζ − w dζ =
1
2pii
ˆ +∞+i(4j−1)pi2
− log rj+i(4j−1)pi2
G˜j∞(ζ)
ζ − w dζ.(3.11)
They are well-defined and analytic on the standard quadratic domain − logRC
strictly above and below the integration line.
(2) By varying the directions of integration inside the petals V˜ j0,∞ (corresponding
to lines at different angles in the original petal V j0,∞), F˜
±
0,j resp. F˜
±
∞,j may
be extended analytically to the whole domains R±0,j resp. R±∞,j.
(3) It holds that:
F˜+0,j(w)− F˜−0,j(w) = G˜j0(w), w ∈ V˜ j0 ,(3.12)
F˜+∞,j(w)− F˜−∞,j(w) = G˜j∞(w), w ∈ V˜ j∞.
Figure 3.1. The outline of position of petals V˜ ±j and V˜
j
0,∞, j ∈ Z,
on a standard quadratic domain in the logarithmic chart.
3The statement of this lemma holds even without this uniformness of constant in j ∈ Z in
bound (3.3).
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Proof. We use Cauchy-Heine’s construction based on the classical Cauchy’s residue
theorem. For more details on Cauchy-Heine construction in C that we adapt here
for standard quadratic (linear) domains, see e.g. [4] or [5].
(1) Obvious.
(2) The difference between the same Cauchy-Heine integrals with different di-
rections of integration in V˜ j0,∞, for some j ∈ Z, is a global analytic function at
the neighborhood of infinity in C. More precisely, take V˜ j0 and F
−
0,j(w). Let
θ ∈ ((4j − 3)pi2 , (2j − 1)pi) \ (4j − 3)pi2 . By (Cj0)′ we denote the line of integra-
tion that in the logarithmic chart corresponds to the direction θ in V j0 viewed in
the logarithmic chart. Then, by the residue theorem, we get:
1
2pii
ˆ
Cj0
G˜j0(ζ)
ζ − wdζ −
1
2pii
ˆ
(Cj0)′
G˜j0(ζ)
ζ − wdζ =
1
2pii
ˆ
Sj0
G˜j0(ζ)
ζ − wdζ =: a
j
0(w),(3.13)
where Sj0 is the line at the outer border of V˜ j0 , connecting Cj0 and (Cj0)′. To conclude,
for every j ∈ Z, there exists Mj > 0 such that aj0(w) is an analytic function
at w = ∞ for w ∈ C, |w| > Mj . Consequently, it admits a Taylor asymptotic
expansion in w−1, as |w| → ∞. Therefore, by (3.13), F−0,j(w) given by formula
(3.11) can be extended analytically in V˜ j0 from the line Cj0 up to the line (Cj0)′ by
adding an analytic function to the integral. This extension can be continued in the
same way up to the line (2j − 1)pi. Therefore, F−0,j(w) given by formula (3.11) can
be extended analytically to whole R−0,j . The same can be done for F+0,j(w) on R+0,j
and for F±∞,j(w) on R±∞,j , j ∈ Z.
(3) Since V˜ j0 = R+0,j ∩ R−0,j , V˜ j∞ = R+∞,j ∩ R−∞,j , (3.12) follows directly by
Cauchy’s integral formula after extensions of F±0,∞(w) to R±0,∞,j described in (2).

Lemma 3.4. Let (G˜j0, G˜
j
∞)j∈Z be an infinite cocycle as described in Propositions 3.1
or 3.2. Let F˜±0,j , F˜
±
∞,j and their corresponding domains R±0,j , R±∞,j be as defined
in Lemma 3.3. Let
R˜+j :=
(( j∑
k=−∞
F˜+0,k +
j∑
k=−∞
F˜+∞,k
)
+
( +∞∑
k=j+1
F˜−0,k +
+∞∑
k=j+1
F˜−∞,k
))∣∣∣
V˜ +j
, j ∈ Z,
R˜−j :=
(( j∑
k=−∞
F˜+0,k +
j−1∑
k=−∞
F˜+∞,k
)
+
( +∞∑
k=j+1
F˜−0,k +
+∞∑
k=j
F˜−∞,k
))∣∣∣
V˜ −j
, j ∈ Z.
(3.14)
Then R˜±j are well-defined analytic function on petals V˜
±
j , j ∈ Z.
Moreover, the functions R˜±j realize the cocycle (G˜
j
0, G˜
j
∞)j∈Z:
R˜j−1+ (w)− R˜j−(w) = G˜j0(w), w ∈ V˜ j0 ,
R˜j−(w)− R˜j+(w) = G˜j∞(w), w ∈ V˜ j∞, j ∈ Z.(3.15)
The proof is in the Appendix. We prove that, for every j ∈ Z, the series in (3.14)
converges uniformly on compacts in V˜ ±j , thus defining analytic functions R˜
±
j on
V˜ ±j by the Weierstrass theorem.
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Finally, let us prove that R˜±j (w) = o(1), as Re(w) → ∞ in V˜ ±j , moreover
uniformly in j ∈ Z. Also, for standard linear domains we show additionaly the
complete log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion of R˜±j (w) in C[[w−1]], as Re(w) → ∞
on V˜ ±j . We prove it in Lemma 3.5 below.
Lemma 3.5 (log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion of R˜±j (w), j ∈ Z). Let R˜±j , j ∈ Z,
be constructed as in Lemma 3.4 on petals V˜ ±j on a standard quadratic or a standard
linear domain. Then:
(1) On both domains (standard linear and standard quadratic), there exist sub-
domains (linear resp. quadratic) RC′ ⊂ RC such that, for subsectors
U˜ ⊂ V˜ ±j ∩ RC′ of a uniform opening in j ∈ Z and centered at center
lines of V ±j , there exists a uniform in j ∈ Z constant C > 0 such that:
|R˜±j (w)| ≤ C|w|−1, w ∈ U˜ .
(2) If R˜±j are constructed on a standard linear domain, then all R˜
±
j (w), j ∈ Z,
admit common formal series R̂ ∈ C[[w−1]] as their log-Gevrey asymptotic
expansion of order m, as Re(w) → ∞ in V˜ ±j . Here, m > 0 is given in
(3.3).
The proof is in the Appendix. Also, in Remark 7.3 in the Appendix we show a
technical obstacle for proving statement (2) on a standard quadratic domain.
Proof of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. Returning to the variable z = e−w, we put:
R±j (z) := R˜
±
j (w), z ∈ V ±j , j ∈ Z.
By Lemma 3.4, R±j (z) are analytic on V
±
j and we get:
Rj−1+ (z)−Rj−(z) = Gj0(z), z ∈ V j0 ,
Rj−(z)−Rj+(z) = Gj∞(z), z ∈ V j∞, j ∈ Z.(3.16)
Moreover, putting ` := w−1, from Lemma 3.5 we get that the functions R˜±j (`) :=
R±j (z) constructed on a standard linear domain on `-cusps `(V
±
j ), j ∈ Z, admit
a log-Gevrey power asymptotic expansion of order m. By exponentially small dif-
ferences (3.16) on intersections of petals, we get that all R˜±j (`) admit a common
R̂(`) ∈ L̂0(C) as their log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion of order m. The uniform
bound (3.5) for both domains (linear and quadratic) follows by statement (1) of
Lemma 3.5. Thus Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 are proven. 
Remark 3.6. Observe that the functions R˜±j (`) constructed in the proof of Propo-
sition 3.2 by Cauchy-Heine integrals on petals along standard linear domain are not
petalwise restrictions of R˜±j (`) constructed along standard quadratic domain in the
proof of Proposition 3.1. Indeed, the lines of integration Ck0,∞ are changed. There-
fore, we cannot claim that R˜±j defined on petals of a standard linear domain can
be analytically extended to petals of a standard quadratic domain. That is, we
cannot claim in Proposition 3.1 that there exist R˜±j (`) defined on petals of a larger
standard quadratic domain which admit a log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion, as
z → 0.
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4. Proof of Theorem A
The proof is very involved, so we first give an outline of the proof. We then state
necessary lemmas, and prove Theorem A at the end of the section.
Outline of the proof of Theorem A. Let (hj0, h
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z be a symmetric sequence
(1.3) of analytic germs of diffeomorphisms, satisfying the uniform bound (2.2). Let
ρ ∈ R and m ∈ Z. Here we construct a parabolic germ f , defined on a standard
quadratic domain, of the form
f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z3`2m+1), z ∈ RC ,
whose sectorial Fatou coordinates realize the given sequence as its horn maps. Let
V +j resp. V
−
j , j ∈ Z, be the petals of a standard quadratic domain of opening
2pi, centered at 2jpi resp. (2j − 1)pi, and let V j0 = V +j−1 ∩ V −j , V j∞ = V +j ∩ V −j be
their intersections of opening pi. We construct f by constructing its sectorial Fatou
coordinates Ψj± on V
±
j , j ∈ Z, in an iterative construction described below, which
satisfy:
Ψj−1+ (z)−Ψj−(z) = gj0(e−2piiΨ
j−1
+ (z)), z ∈ V j0 ,
Ψj−(z)−Ψj+(z) = gj∞(e2piiΨ
j
+(z)), z ∈ V j∞, j ∈ Z.(4.1)
Here, gj0, g
j
∞, j ∈ Z, are analytic germs at t ≈ 0, related to given hj0, hj∞, j ∈ Z,
by:
(4.2) (hj0)
−1(t) = te2piig
j
0(t), hj∞(t) = te
2piigj∞(t), t ≈ 0.
The idea of successive approximations is taken from [11] for realizing the moduli
of analytic classification for saddle-node vector fields. We will use the cocycle
realization Proposition 3.1 and, in Lemma 4.1 (1), iteratively realize the cocycles
(nGj0,
nGj∞)j∈Z, n ∈ N0, where
nGj0(z) = g
j
0(e
−2piiΨnj−1,+(z)), z ∈ V j0 ,
nGj∞(z) = g
j
∞(e
2piiΨnj,+(z)), z ∈ V j∞,
Here, (Ψnj,±)n∈N0 on V
j
± are successive approximations of the final Fatou coordinate
Ψj,±, starting with the Fatou coordinate of the (2,m, ρ)-formal normal form Ψ0j,± :=
Ψ0 on V
j
±. More precisely, we construct them as follows:
Ψnj,±(z) := Ψ0(z) +R
n
j,±(z), z ∈ V j±, n ∈ N,
where
R0j,±(z) := 0, z ∈ V j±, and(4.3)
Rnj−1,+(z)−Rnj,−(z) = gj0(e−2piiΨ
n−1
j−1,+(z)) := n−1Gj0(z), z ∈ V j0 ,
Rnj,−(z)−Rnj,+(z) = gj∞(e2piiΨ
n−1
j,+ (z)) := n−1Gj∞(z), z ∈ V j∞, n ∈ N.
In each step n, the functions Rnj,±(z) = o(1), z → 0, are obtained using Proposi-
tion 3.1 for the realization of the previous cocycle (n−1Gj0,
n−1Gj∞)j∈Z. The cocycle
itself is obtained by applying gj0, g
j
∞ to the Fatou coordinates from the previous
step. In this manner, we make corrections of the Fatou coordinate in each step,
starting from the natural initial choice Ψ0, the Fatou coordinate of the fomal normal
form.
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We then prove, in Lemma 4.1 (2), the uniform convergence of the Fatou coordi-
nates Ψnj,± (that is, of Rnj,±), as n→∞, on compact subsectors of petals V j±. Thus,
as limits, we get analytic Fatou coordinates, which we denote by Ψ±j = Ψ0 + R
±
j ,
on petals V j±. By taking pointwise limit, as n→∞, to (4.3), we get that Ψ±j satisfy
(4.1) and thus realize the given sequence of pairs of horn maps (hj0, h
j
∞)j∈Z.
Finally, we recover the germ f from its sectorial Fatou coordinates, using the
Abel equation. On each petal, f(z) := (Ψ±j )
−1(1+Ψ±j (z)), z ∈ V ±j . We show that
f glues to an analytic function on a standard quadratic domain. It is of the form
(2.5) due to the form of Ψ±j and Proposition 7.1 in the Appendix. The uniform
bound (2.1) is proven by Lemma 4.1 (3). There, we prove that the uniform bound
(3.5) from Proposition 3.1 holds with the same constant for Rnj,± in each iterative
step n ∈ N.
We prove in Lemma 4.4 that symmetry of horn maps (1.3) implies that R+ is
invariant by f .
4.1. The main lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let (hj0, h
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z, where
Rj ≥ K1e−KeC
√
|j|
, |j| → ∞, for some C, K, K1 > 0,
be a symmetric sequence (1.3) of pairs of analytic germs of diffeomorphisms, satisfy-
ing the uniform bound (2.2). Let the sequence of pairs of analytic germs (gj0, g
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z
be defined from (hj0, h
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z by (4.2). Let ρ ∈ R and m ∈ Z, and let Ψ0 be the
Fatou coordinate of the (2, ρ,m)-model. Let V ±j be the petals of opening 2pi, centered
at jpi, j ∈ Z, along a standard quadratic domain.
(1) The following sequence of analytic maps Ψnj,±, n ∈ N0, on petals V ±j , is
well-defined by the following iterative procedure:
Ψnj,±(z) := Ψ0(z) +R
n
j,±(z), z ∈ V j±, n ∈ N0,
where
R0j,±(z) := 0, z ∈ V j±, and
Rnj−1,+(z)−Rnj,−(z) = gj0(e−2piiΨ
n−1
j−1,+(z)) := n−1Gj0(z), z ∈ V j0 ,
Rnj,−(z)−Rnj,+(z) = gj∞(e2piiΨ
n−1
j,+ (z)) := n−1Gj∞(z), z ∈ V j∞, n ∈ N.(4.4)
Here, for every n ∈ N, (n−1Gj0(z),n−1Gj∞(z))j∈Z is an infinite cocycle
satisfying all assumptions of Proposition 3.1, and Rnj,±, n ∈ N, are analytic
germs given by Proposition 3.1 that realize this cocycle.
(2) For every j ∈ Z, the sequence (Ψnj,±)n∈N converges uniformly on compact
subsectors of V j±, thus defining analytic functions Ψj,± on petals V
j
± at the
limit. Moreover, Ψj,±, j ∈ Z, satisfy:
Ψj−1+ (z)−Ψj−(z) = gj0(e−2piiΨ
j−1
+ (z)), z ∈ V j0 ,
Ψj−(z)−Ψj+(z) = gj∞(e2piiΨ
j
+(z)), z ∈ V j∞, j ∈ Z.(4.5)
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(3) For the petalwise limits R±j , j ∈ Z, the following uniform bound holds.
There exists a uniform constant C > 0 such that, for subsectors Sj ⊂ V ±j
centered at jpi and of an uniform opening in j, it holds:
(4.6) |R±j (z)| ≤ C|`|, z ∈ Sj , j ∈ Z.
For simplicity, in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we pass to the logarithmic chart. We
denote by V˜ ±j the petals V
±
j in the logarithmic chart. Let
(4.7) Ψ˜nj,±(ζ) = Ψ
n
j,±(e
−ζ), R˜nj,±(ζ) = R
n
j,±(e
−ζ), ζ ∈ V˜ ±j , j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
In the proof of statement (2) in Lemma 4.1, we use the following auxiliary lemma,
whose proof is in the Subsection 7.4 of the Appendix. Due to a technical detail in the
Cauchy-Heine construction (the presence of a logarithmic singularity at the border
of the standard quadratic domain), we are unable to prove uniform convergence
of (R˜nj,±)n on V˜j,±, as n → ∞. Instead, we prove uniform convergence of their
exponentials on petals, which then implies uniform convergence on compact subsets
for the initial sequence.
Lemma 4.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 hold. Let R˜nj,±, n ∈ N, be as
defined in the statement (1) of Lemma 4.1 (in the logarithmic chart, see (4.7)).
The sequence (
e2piiR˜
n
j,±
)
n∈N
is a Cauchy sequence in the sup-norm on petal V˜ j±, for every j ∈ Z.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.
Proof of statement (1). We check that, in every step of the construction, all
assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. The basis of the induction is obvious
by putting R˜0j,± ≡ 0, Ψ˜0j,± := Ψ˜0 on V˜ j±. Suppose that Ψ˜kj,± are constructed and
analytic for 0 ≤ k < n. By Remark 7.5 in the Appendix and the uniform bound
(2.3) on gj0, we get, uniformly in j ∈ Z:∣∣n−1G˜j0(ζ)∣∣ = ∣∣∣gj0(e−2piiΨ˜n−1j−1,+(e−ζ))∣∣∣ ≤ c∣∣e−2piiΨn−1j−1,+(e−ζ)∣∣ ≤ C1∣∣e−piiΨ˜0(ζ)∣∣
= C1e
piIm(Ψ˜0(ζ)), ζ ∈ V˜ j0 .
Now, for every central subsector4 of a given opening U˜ ⊂ V˜ j0 it holds that, for every
δ > 0,
(4.8)
∣∣Im(Ψ˜0(ζ))∣∣ = −Im(Ψ˜0(ζ)) ≥ C|Ψ˜0(ζ)| ≥ C1e(1−δ)Re(ζ), ζ ∈ U˜ ,
where C, C1 are independent of j ∈ Z and n ∈ N. Therefore, for subsectors U˜ ⊂ V˜ j0 ,
there exist constants C, M > 0 independent of j ∈ Z and of the step n ∈ N (by
Remark 7.5), such that:
(4.9)
∣∣n−1G˜j0(ζ)∣∣ ≤ Ce−Me(1−δ)Re(ζ) , ζ ∈ U˜ , j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
A similar analysis is done for n−1G˜j∞(ζ) on V˜ j∞, j ∈ Z. Therefore, assumption (3.3)
of Proposition 3.1 is satisfied in every step with m = 1 − δ, for every δ > 0. The
existence and analyticity of R˜nj,± on V˜
±
j then follows directly by Proposition 3.1.
Also, (4.4) follows directly from (3.4) in Proposition 3.1.
4Important for the bound (4.8) below, since, on every subsector U˜ ⊂ V˜ j0 , there exists a constant
c > 0 such that −Im(e−ξ) > c · Re(e−ξ).
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Precisely, for later use, by the proof of Proposition 3.1, R˜nj,± on petals V˜
j
±, j ∈ Z,
n ∈ N, are given as the sum of the Cauchy-Heine integrals as follows:
R˜nj,+ :=
(( j∑
k=−∞
nF˜+0,k +
j∑
k=−∞
nF˜+∞,k
)
+
( +∞∑
k=j+1
nF˜−0,k +
+∞∑
k=j+1
nF˜−∞,k
))∣∣∣
V˜ +j
, j ∈ Z,
(4.10)
R˜nj,− :=
(( j∑
k=−∞
nF˜+0,k +
j−1∑
k=−∞
nF˜+∞,k
)
+
( +∞∑
k=j+1
nF˜−0,k +
+∞∑
k=j
nF˜−∞,k
))∣∣∣
V˜ −j
, j ∈ Z,
where:
+∞∑
k=j+1
nF˜−0,k(w) =
=

1
2pii
´
Cj+10
gj+10
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1j,+ (ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ +
1
2pii
∑+∞
k=j+2
´
Ck0
gk0
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1k−1,+(ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ,
w ∈ V˜ +j , Im(w) ≤ (4j + 1)pi2 − ε, (region (1))
1
2pii
´
Cj+10
gj+10
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1j,+ (ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ + g
j+1
0
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(w)+R˜
n−1
j,+ (w))
)
+
+ 12pii
∑+∞
k=j+2
´
Ck0
gk0
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1k−1,+(ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ,
w ∈ V˜ +j , Im(w) ≥ (4j + 1)pi2 + ε, (region (2))
1
2pii
´
Cj+10,+2ε
gj+10
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1j,+ (ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ +
1
2pii
´
Sj+10
gj+10
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1j,+ (ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ+
+ 12pii
∑+∞
k=j+2
´
Ck0
gk0
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1k−1,+(ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ,
w ∈ V˜ +j , (4j + 1)pi2 − ε < Im(w) < (4j + 1)pi2 + ε. (region (3))
(4.11)
The other three sums in R˜nj,+ and the sums in R˜nj,− can be written analogously.
Here, ε > 0 is sufficiently small. Recall that Cj+10 = {ζ ∈ RC : Im(ζ) = (4j+1)pi2 }is
the central line of V˜ j+10 . The line Cj+10,+2ε is the line Cj+10 shifted upwards by +2ε
in V˜ j+10 , and Sj+10,+2ε is the border arc of V˜ j0 between the lines Cj+10 and Cj+10,+2ε,
independent of n ∈ N. Note that
ˆ
Sj+10,+2ε
gj+10
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n−1
j,+ (ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ
is an analytic function at w =∞.
Proof of statement (2). In each step of the iterative Cauchy-Heine construction,
two logarithmic singularities sj+10 , s
j
∞ appear at the boundary of regions (3) of each
petal V +j , j ∈ Z. Precisely, they appear at the endpoints of Sj+10,+2ε and Sj∞,−2ε.
Therefore, we will not be able to prove that the sequence of iterates
(
R˜n−1j,+ (w)
)
n
is uniformly Cauchy on the whole petal V˜ j+. More details about the nature of
the singularities can be found in Subection 7.4 in the Appendix. However, by
Lemma 4.2, the sequence (
e2piiR˜
n
j,+(w)
)
n
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is uniformly Cauchy on the petals V˜ j+. By taking the exponential, we have elimi-
nated the logarithmic singularities. It follows that
(
R˜nj,+(w)
)
n
is uniformly Cauchy
on all compact subsets of the petal V˜ j+, away from singular points s
j+1
0 and s
j
∞ with
logarithmic singularities, which lie at the outer border of the petal V +j . Indeed,
note that e2piiR˜
n
j,+(w) does not vanish in any point w ∈ V j+. By the mean value
theorem, writing R˜nj,+ =
1
2pii log(e
2piiR˜nj,+), we have:
|R˜nj,+(w)− R˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤
≤ 1
2pi
sup
t∈[0,1]
1∣∣te2piiR˜nj,+(w) + (1− t)e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)∣∣ ·|e2piiR˜nj,+(w) − e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)|, w ∈ V˜ +j .
By Lemma 7.4 (1), we get that w 7→ supt∈[0,1] 1∣∣te2piiR˜nj,+(w)+(1−t)e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)∣∣ is uni-
formly bounded on every compact in the petal V˜ +j away from singular points s
j+1
0
and sj∞. We conclude that the sequence (R˜nj,+)n is uniformly Cauchy on every
compact in the petal V +j . Therefore, by the Weierstrass theorem, it converges to
an analytic function R˜+j on the petal V˜
+
j , j ∈ Z. The same can be concluded for
R˜−j on petals V˜
j
−, j ∈ Z.
Let us now denote the pointwise limits by R˜±j :
R˜±j (w) := limn→∞ R˜
n
j,±(w), Ψ˜
±
j (w) := Ψ˜0(w) + R˜j,±(w), w ∈ V˜ j±.
That is, returning to the original variable z, we put:
R±j (`) := R˜
±
j (`
−1), Ψ±j (z) := Ψ0(z) +R
±
j (`), z ∈ V j±, j ∈ Z.
Here, Ψ0(z) i.e. Ψ˜0(w) are the Fatou coordinates of (2,m, ρ)-model, analytic on
RC . All functions defined above are analytic on respective petals. Now, passing to
the limit in (4.4), we see that R±j (z) and thus also Ψ
±
j (z) (since Ψ0(z) is analytic on
the standard quadratic domain) realize the requested sequence of pairs (gj0, g
j
∞)j∈Z
at intersections of petals, as in (4.5).
Proof of statement (3). We use the uniform estimate (4.9) for nG˜j0,∞(ζ) by
n ∈ N, deduced in the proof of statement (1), and repeat the proof of (3.5) in
Proposition 3.1, but with this uniform estimate. We get that there exists a uniform
constant C > 0 such that, for subsectors S˜j ⊂ V˜ ±j centered at line {Im(ζ) = jpi}
and of uniform opening in j, the following estimate holds:
(4.12) |R˜nj,±(ζ)| ≤ C|ζ|−1, ζ ∈ S˜j , j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
Passing to the limit as n → ∞ in (4.12), and returning to the original variable
z = e−ζ , statement (3) is proven. 
4.2. The symmetry of the horn maps and R+-invariance.
We have proven in [7, Proposition 10.2] that, for a parabolic generalized Dulac
germ f , the fact that f(R+ ∩ RC) ⊂ R+ ∩ RC implies the symmetry (1.3) of its
analytic moduli. In general, the converse of [7, Proposition 10.2] does not hold.
That is, the symmetry of horn maps of f does not imply R+-invariance of f in
general, as Example 1 shows. Instead, Lemma 4.3 provides a characterization of
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analytic germs on standard quadratic domains having symmetric sequences of horn
maps.
Example 1. Take f(z) = z − z2 on RC . Obviously, f is a simple parabolic
generalized Dulac germ and f(R+) ⊆ R+. By [7, Proposition 10.2], since f is
R+-invariant, its moduli are symmetric. Take now ϕ(z) = z + iz3, and define an
analytic germ f1 := ϕ−1 ◦ f ◦ ϕ on RC . Since f̂1(z) = z − z2 + o(z2), f1 admits
the same petals as f . By [7, Theorem B], since ϕ(z) is analytic on RC , f1 has the
same horn maps as f . Therefore, the horn maps of f1 are symmetric, but R+ is
not f1-invariant.
We can easily generate more complicated examples by taking an R+-invariant
parabolic generalized Dulac germ and by conjugating it by ϕ(z) = z + o(z) which
is analytic on a standard quadratic domain, and whose asymptotic expansion ϕ̂
belongs to L̂(C), but not to L̂(R). Thus the invariance of R+ is not preserved in
general.
Lemma 4.3 (Symmetry of the horn maps). Let f be an analytic germ on a standard
quadratic domain RC with a sequence of horn maps5 (hj0, hj∞;Rj)j∈Z, with Rj as
in (1.4). The sequence of horn maps is symmetric, that is,
(4.13)
(
h−j+10
)−1
(t) ≡ hj∞(t), t ∈ (C, 0), j ∈ Z,
if and only if there exists an analytic germ ϕ(z) = z + o(z) on RC such that
(4.14) f(z) = ϕ−1 ◦ f ◦ ϕ(z), z ∈ RC .
Note that (4.14) is trivially satisfied for germs f such that f(R+) ⊆ R+, taking
ϕ = id, by the Schwarz reflection principle.
Proof. Let f be analytic on a standard quadratic domain RC . Let f1(z) :=
f(z), z ∈ RC . It is an analytic function on RC by the Cauchy-Riemann con-
ditions. Let (kj0, k
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z be its sequence of horn maps (Rj remains the same,
due to symmetry of standard quadratic domains). Then, by the proof of [7, Propo-
sition 10.2], it holds that
(4.15)
(
k−j+10
)−1
(t) ≡ hj∞(t), (kj∞)−1(t) = h−j+10 (t), t ∈ (C, 0), j ∈ Z.
By (4.15) and symmetry (4.13) of the horn maps of f , we conclude that f1 and f
have the same sequence of horn maps. By [7, Theorem B], there exists an analytic
function ϕ(z) = z + o(z) on RC such that
f(z) = ϕ−1 ◦ f ◦ ϕ(z), z ∈ RC .

However, in Lemma 4.4 we show that, if we take a symmetric sequence of pairs of
analytic germs of diffeomorphisms, by Cauchy-Heine construction from Lemma 4.1
we realize the sequence by a representative that is indeed R+-invariant, as its horn
maps. The reason lies in the symmetry of the Cauchy-Heine construction.
5Note that, by saying that f has horn maps (hj0, h
j∞;Rj)j∈Z, we have implicitely assumed the
dynamics and the existence of invariant petals V ±j ⊂ RC , j ∈ Z.
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Lemma 4.4. Let (hj0, h
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z, with Rj as in (1.4), be a symmetric sequence of
pairs of analytic germs of diffeomorphisms, such that:
(4.16)
(
h−j+10
)−1
(t) ≡ hj∞(t), t ∈ (C, 0), j ∈ Z.
Let Ψ±j (z), z ∈ V ±j , be as constructed by the iterative Cauchy-Heine construction
in Lemma 4.1, realizing the sequence of pairs (hj0, h
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z on intersections of
petals V j0 , V
j
∞, j ∈ Z. Then Ψ+0 on V +0 is R+-invariant. That is,
Ψ+0 (R+ ∩RC) ⊆ R+ ∩RC .
The proof is in the Appendix.
4.3. Proof of Theorem A.
Proof. Let (hj0, h
j
∞)j∈Z be a sequence of pairs of analytic germs of diffeomorphisms,
as in Theorem A. Let V ±j be the petals of opening 2pi, centered at jpi, j ∈ Z, along
a standard quadratic domain. By Lemma 4.1, we construct analytic functions Ψ±j
on V ±j that satisfy (4.5). This is equivalent to the relation (1.2) for the realization
of horn maps. We now define f such that Ψ±j are its petalwise Fatou coordinates.
We define f by petals, using Abel equation, as:
(4.17) f±j (z) := (Ψ
±
j )
−1(1 + Ψ±j (z)), z ∈ V ±j , j ∈ Z.
Now we prove that f±j , defined and analytic on petals V
±
j , glue to an analytic
function f on the whole standard quadratic domain RC . That is, we prove that
f+j (z) = f
−
j (z), z ∈ V j∞ = V j+ ∩ V j−,(4.18)
f+j−1(z) = f
−
j (z), z ∈ V j0 = V +j−1 ∩ V −j , j ∈ Z.
Indeed, for Fatou coordinates Ψ±j of two consecutive petals by (4.5) of Lemma 4.1
it holds that:
Ψj− ◦ (Ψj−1+ )−1(w) = w − gj0(e−2piiw), w ∈ Ψj−1+ (V j0 ),
Ψj− ◦ (Ψj+)−1(w) = w + gj∞(e2piiw), w ∈ Ψj+(V j∞), j ∈ Z.
This implies:
Ψj− ◦ (Ψj−1+ )−1(w + 1) = Ψj− ◦ (Ψj−1+ )−1(w) + 1, w ∈ Ψj−1+ (V j0 ),
Ψj− ◦ (Ψj+)−1(w + 1) = Ψj− ◦ (Ψj+)−1(w) + 1, w ∈ Ψj+(V j∞), j ∈ Z.
Composing the first equation by Ψj−1+ from the right and by (Ψ
j
−)
−1 from the left,
and the second by Ψj+ from the right and (Ψ
j
−)
−1 from the left, by (4.17) we get
(4.18).
The prenormalized form (2.5) of f follows from Proposition 7.1 in the Appendix
and the prenormalized form of the Fatou coordinates Ψ±j = Ψ0 +R
±
j constructed in
Lemma 4.1. Here, R±j (z) = o(1), as z → 0 on V ±j , and Ψ0 is the Fatou coordinate
of (2,m, ρ)-formal model.
The uniform bound |f(z)−z+z2`m−ρz3`2m+1| ≤ C|z3`2m+2|, z ∈ RC , C > 0,
follows by Lemma 4.1 (3). Indeed, uniform bound (4.6) gives that there exists
c > 0, independent of j ∈ Z, such that |Ψ±j (z)−Ψ0(z)| ≤ c|`|, z ∈ V ±j . The same
reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 7.1 in the Appendix now gives the bound
|f(z) − f0(z)| ≤ d|z3`2m+2|, z ∈ RC , d > 0. Then, using uniform bound for the
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model, |f0(z) − z + z2 − ρz3`2m+1| ≤ c1|z3`2m+2|, z ∈ RC , c1 > 0, we get the
required bound for f .
Finally, on V +0 the germ f is given by
(4.19) f
∣∣∣
V +0
= (Ψ0+)
−1(1 + Ψ0+),
and glues analytically along other petals. By Lemma 4.4, Ψ0+ is R+-invariant. It is
also injective on R+, so the inverse (Ψ0+)−1 is R+-invariant. We conclude by (4.19)
that f is R+-invariant. 
5. Proof of Theorem B
The analogue of Lemma 4.1 holds (with the same proof) also on standard lin-
ear domains. Given a sequence of pairs of analytic germs of diffeomorphisms
(hj0, h
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z, with radii of convergence satisfying bounds (1.5), we construct
analytic functions Ψj±(z) on petals V
±
j centered at directions 2jpi (attracting), that
is, (2j − 1)pi (repelling), but along a standard linear domain, that realize this se-
quence of diffeomorphisms on intersections of petals V j0,∞, as in (4.5). We construct
them as the uniform limit on compact subsets of iterates Rnj,±(z), as n → ∞, de-
fined inductively as in Lemma 4.1. In each inductive step, we use Proposition 3.2
for realization of cocycles on standard linear domains, instead of Proposition 3.1
for standard quadratic domains. Proposition 3.2 additionaly gives us information
on asymptotic expansion of Rnj,± in C[[`]], n ∈ N. Each Rnj,± admits log-Gevrey
expansion of every order 1− δ, δ > 0, as `→ 0 in `(V ±j ).
We work again in the logarithmic chart w = − log z. By the proof of Lemma 3.4
in the Appendix, on standard linear domains it follows that:∣∣∣ +∞∑
k=j+1
nF˜−0,k(w)−
N∑
j=0
anjw
−j
∣∣∣ ≤
≤ |w|−N 1
2pi
+∞∑
k=j+1
∣∣∣ˆ
Ck0
gk0 (e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1k−1,+(ζ)))ζn
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣,
w ∈ V˜ j+ in the region (1), N ∈ N.
Here we consider, instead of whole R˜nj,+(w) given by (4.10), only one part of the
sum
∑+∞
k=j+1
nF˜−0,k(w), w ∈ V˜ +j , see (4.11). For the other three parts of the sum
the conclusions follow similarly. To get the bound for R˜nj,+(w), we sum the bounds
afterwards. Additionally, for w ∈ V j+ in regions (2) and (3), the conclusion follows
similarly. Finally, the same can be done for R˜nj,− on V˜
−
j . Let δ > 0. Due to uniform
bounds of gk0 from (2.3) and of R˜nk,+ (see Remark 7.5) with respect to n ∈ N and
k ∈ Z, we conclude that there exist uniform constants c > 0 and d > 0, such that:
(5.1)∣∣gk0 (e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1k−1,+(ζ)))∣∣ < c|e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1k−1,+(ζ))| < d|e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)/2)|, ζ ∈ V k0 ,
for every n ∈ N and k ∈ Z.
Now, following the proof of Lemma 3.4 in the Appendix and using (5.1), we obtain
Gevrey bounds which are uniform with respect to n ∈ N. That is, for every n ∈ N
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andN ∈ N, there exists constant CWN > 0 such that, on every subsector inW ⊂ V˜ +j :
(5.2) |R˜nj,+(w)−
N∑
j=0
anjw
−j | ≤ CWN (1−δ)−Ne−
N
logN logN N · |w|−N , w ∈W ⊂ V˜ +j .
Here, CWN is uniform in the iterate n ∈ N. Also,
anj =
∞∑
k=j+1
ˆ
Ck0
gk0 (e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n−1k−1,+(ζ)))ζj dζ.
As discussed before in the proof of Lemma 3.4, the above sum converges for every
n ∈ N, j ∈ Z, so the coefficients anj are well-defined. To prove that, for every j ∈ Z,
anj converges as n → ∞, we use the dominated convergence theorem. Indeed, by a
change of variable of integration, the above integrals
´
Ck0 can be considered as line
integrals. Now (5.1) and the convergence of the following integrals:ˆ
Ck0
|e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)/2)|ζj dζ, k ∈ Z,
due to the exponential flatness of e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)/2) on Ck0 , k ∈ Z, ensures all the
assumptions of the dominated convergence theorem. We put:
aj := lim
n→∞ a
n
j ∈ C, j ∈ Z.
Now passing to the limit limn→∞ in (5.2), we get that R˜+j (w) := limn→∞ R˜
n
j,+(w),
w ∈ V˜ +j , admits log-Gevrey asymptotic expansion of order 1 − δ in C[[w−1]], as
Re(w)→∞.
In addition, the asymptotic expansions of R˜±j (w) are the same for every j ∈ Z,
because of exponentially small differences on intersections of petals (4.5). Recall
that Ψ˜±j := Ψ˜0 + R˜
±
j on V˜
±
j , where Ψ˜0 is globally analytic on a standard quadratic
domain. We may denote this expansion by R̂(w−1) ∈ C[[w−1]].
Finally, we prove that f , expressed as in (4.17) from Ψ˜±j , and which, by the
proof of Theorem A, glues to an analytic function on a standard linear domain
Ra,b, is a parabolic generalized Dulac germ. The uniform bound (2.1) and the
prenormalized form of f follow from Lemma 4.1 (3) and by Proposition 7.1 in the
Appendix, exactly as in the proof of Theorem A. Also, the invariance of R+ follows
by Lemma 4.4, as in the proof of Theorem A.
We prove only the generalized Dulac expansion f̂ of f . It follows by (4.17) and
by the log-Gevrey asymptotic expansions of R±j on V
±
j , j ∈ Z, proven above. We
return to the original variable z. On each petal V ±j , we expand (4.17) in Taylor
expansion:
(5.3)
f±j (z) = z+
1
(Ψ±j )′(z)
+
1
2!
( 1
(Ψ±j )′(z)
)′
· 1
(Ψ±j )′(z)
+
1
3!
(previous term)′· 1
(Ψ±j )′(z)
+. . .
In the sequel, we put R±j (`) := R
±
j (z), z ∈ V ±j . Let R̂(`) denote its log-Gevrey
asymptotic expansion of order 1 − δ, δ > 0, in C[[`]], the same for all j ∈ Z. It
holds:
(Ψ±j )
′(z) = − 1
z2`m
+
1
z
+
(m
2
+ ρ
)`
z
+
`2
z
(R±j )
′(`), ρ ∈ R, m ∈ Z, z ∈ V ±j .
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Here, (R±j )
′(`) are analytic on `-cusps `(V ±j ), j ∈ Z. By Proposition [7, Propo-
sition 4.6], it expands log-Gevrey of order 1 − δ, for every δ > 0, in its formal
counterpart R̂′(`), as ` → 0 on `-cusp `(V ±j ). By [7, Proposition 3.6], R̂′(`) is
obtained by termwise (formal) derivation of R̂(`). The same conclusion can be
drawn for all finite derivatives R(k)(`), k ∈ N, by [7, Proposition 4.6]. Furthermore,
by H±j (`), we denote the following analytic functions on the overlapping `-cusps
`(V ±j ):
1
Ψ′j,±(z)
=
−z2`m
1− z`m − (m2 + ρ)z`m+1 + z`m+2(R±j )′(`)
=:
−z2`m
1 + zH±j (`)
By [7, Propositions 4.4-4.6] about closedness of log-Gevrey classes to algebraic
operations and differentiation, they expand log-Gevrey of order 1 − δ, for every
δ > 0, in the common formal counterpart Ĥ(`), as ` → 0 on respective `-cusps
`(V ±j ), j ∈ Z. Note that
(5.4)
z2`m
1 + zH±j (`)
= z2`m
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kzk(H±j (`))k.
Putting (5.4) in (5.3), and regrouping the terms with the same powers of z, we get:
(5.5) f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 +
∞∑
k=3
zkQkj,±(`), z ∈ V ±j , j ∈ Z.
Here, Qkj,±(`), k ∈ N, k ≥ 3, are realized as finite sums of finite products of `
and H±j (`) and their finite derivatives (of order at most k − 2), the same for all
petals j ∈ Z. Therefore, by [7, Propositions 3.4-3.6] about closedness of log-Gevrey
classes to algebraic operations and differentiation, they expand log-Gevrey of order
1−δ, for every δ > 0, in their formal counterpart, denoted Q̂k(`). Note that `-cusps
`(V ±j ) are `-images of sectors of opening 2pi > pi. This proves the generalized Dulac
expansion of f from Definition 1.3. 
Remark 5.1. Note that, although f is analytic on the whole standard linear do-
main Ra,b, the coefficient functions Qkj,±(`), k ∈ N, k ≥ 3, in its expansion (5.5)
are analytic in general only on `-cusps `(V ±j ) and do not glue (in j) to an an-
alytic function on whole `(Ra,b). Indeed, this is obviously not true already for
Q3j,±(`) := 1 −H±j (`), by (5.4). On overlapping cusps `(V ±j ), `-images of petals,
they rather realize exponentially small differences.
In Remark 7.3 in the Appendix we explain why the arguments giving the asymp-
totic expansion in Theorem B do not work for quadratic domains in Theorem A.
6. Prospects.
The realization Theorem B for uniformly bounded sequences of pairs of germs
of analytic diffeomorphisms as horn maps is proven in the larger class of parabolic
generalized Dulac germs on standard linear domains, that contains parabolic Dulac
germs. The question if the construction can be extended to standard quadratic
domains remains open. Another important problem is to characterize uniformly
bounded sequences of pairs of analytic diffeomorphisms which can be realized as
horn maps of parabolic Dulac germs. We expect it to be more difficult.
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7. Appendix
Proposition 7.1. Let f be a parabolic generalized Dulac germ on RC . It is prenor-
malized, that is, of the form:
f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z2`m), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R,
if and only if its sectorial Fatou coordinate is of the form:
Ψ±j = Ψ0 +R
±
j , on V
±
j ,
where Rj = o(1), as z → 0, z ∈ V ±j , and Ψ0 is the global Fatou coordinate of the
formal normal form f0 given by:
(7.1) Ψ0(z) := −
ˆ z
z0
dz
z2`m
+ log z − (m
2
+ ρ) log(− log z).
Here, z0 is a freely chosen initial point on RC (the choice of additive constant in
Ψ0).
Proof. One direction is proven by Taylor expansion of the Abel equation. For
the other, putting f = f0 + h and Ψ±j = Ψ0 + R
±
j in f = (Ψ
±
j )
−1(1 + Ψ±j ) and
comparing initial terms, we estimate h(z) = O(z3`2m+2). The estimate is not
necessarily uniform for all petals. 
7.1. Proof of Proposition 2.1. In the proof of Proposition 2.1, we use Lemma 7.2.
Lemma 7.2 (Uniform bound on the Fatou coordinate of a uniformly bounded
germ). Let f(z) = z − z2`m + ρz3`2m+1 + o(z3`2m+1), m ∈ Z, ρ ∈ R, be a
prenormalized analytic germ on a standard quadratic or standard linear domain
Rc. Let f satisfy the uniform bound (2.1). Let Ψ0(z), z ∈ Rc, be the Fatou
coordinate of the formal (2,m, ρ)-normal form f0 defined in (7.1). Then, for every
subsector Wθ ⊂ V ±j of opening 0 < θ < 2pi, there exists a constant Cθ > 0 such
that:
(7.2) |Ψ±j (z)−Ψ0(z)| ≤ Cθ`(|z|), z ∈Wθ ⊂ V ±j ,
where Cθ > 0 is uniform for all j ∈ Z.
Proof. The proof is divided in two steps. In Step 1, we show a uniform bound on
|Ψ0(z)| on a standard quadratic (linear) domain. In Step 2, using this bound, we
prove (7.2).
Step 1. Using the explicit form (7.1) of Ψ0, we prove that there exists C > 0
such that:
(7.3) |Ψ0(z)| ≤ C|z−1`−m|, z ∈ Rc.
In the course of the proof, we will pass to a smaller standard quadratic subdomain
whenever needed, because we work with germs. Note that, for every (α,m) ≺ (β, k),
there exists a constant C and a sufficiently small standard quadratic domain Rc
such that |zβ`k| ≤ C|zα`m|, z ∈ Rc. Note also that this is not the case for the
whole Riemann surface of the logarithm of sufficiently small radius.
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By two partial integrations, we get:
∣∣Ψ0(z)− z−1`−m +mz−1`−m+1∣∣ = ∣∣∣−m(m− 1)ˆ z
z0
z−2`−m+2 + log z
∣∣∣ ≤
(7.4)
≤ m |m− 1| · |G(z)−G(z0)|+ |`−1| ≤ C(|G(z)|+ |`−1|), z ∈ Rc.
Here z0 ∈ Rc is fixed, and G(z) denotes the primitive function, such that G′(z) =
z−2`−m+2. We prove now, by the complex mean value theorem, that there exists
a constant d > 0 such that:
|G(z)| ≤ d |z−1`−m+1|, z ∈ Rc.
To apply the complex mean value theorem to |G(z)−G(z0)|, we pass to the loga-
rithmic chart ζ = − log z and put H(ζ) := G(e−ζ). Let ζ0 = − log z0. By the mean
value theorem, there exist ξ, η ∈ − log(Rc), lying on the line connecting ζ to ζ0,
such that:
Re
(H(ζ)−H(ζ0)
ζ − ζ0
)
= ReH ′(ξ), Im
(H(ζ)−H(ζ0)
ζ − ζ0
)
= ImH ′(η).
SinceH ′(ζ) = −G′(e−ζ)e−ζ = −G′(z)z, taking c′ > 0 such that |Re(ζ)| > |Re(ζ0)|6,
ζ ∈ − log(Rc′), we get that
|ReH ′(ξ)|+|ImH ′(η)| ≤ |H ′(ξ)|+|H ′(η)| ≤ 2|H ′(ζ)| ≤ 2|z−1`−m+2|, z = e−ζ ∈ Rc′ .
Thus,
|G(z)−G(z0)| = |H(ζ)−H(ζ0)| =
=
√
Re2(ζ − ζ0) · Re2H ′(ξ) + Im2(ζ − ζ0) · Im2H ′(η) ≤
≤ |ζ − ζ0| ·
(|ReH ′(ξ)|+ |ImH ′(η)|) ≤ 2|z−1`−m+1|.
From (7.4), we get that there exist constants C > 0, D > 0 such that:∣∣Ψ0(z)− z−1`−m +mz−1`−m+1∣∣ ≤ C|z−1`−m+1|,∣∣Ψ0(z)− z−1`−m∣∣ ≤ D|z−1`−m+1|, z ∈ Rc.
Now (7.3) is proven by the comment on the lexicographic order of power-logarithmic
monomials on standard quadratic or linear domain at the beginning of Step 1.
Step 2. We prove (7.2) using (7.3) proven in Step 1. We repeat the construction
of the Fatou coordinates for f on petals, described in detail in [9] and in [7, Section
9], but deducing the uniform bounds. Consider the Abel equation for f :
Ψ±j (f(z))−Ψ±j (z) = 1, z ∈ V ±j .
Denote by R±j = Ψ
±
j −Ψ0 on V ±j . The Abel equation becomes:
R±j (f(z))−R±j (z) = 1− (Ψ0(f(z))−Ψ0(z)), z ∈ V ±j .
Denote by δ(z) := 1 − (Ψ0(f(z)) − Ψ0(z)). It is an analytic function on Rc. Let
h(z) = f(z)−f0(z). Then, by uniform bound (2.1), |h(z)| = O(z3`2m+2), uniformly
6In the original chart, this corresponds to |z| < |z0|.
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as z → 0 on Rc. We compute:
|δ(z)| = |1− (Ψ0(f0(z) + h(z)))−Ψ0(z)| =
= |1−Ψ0(f0(z))−R1(z)−Ψ0(z)| = |R1(z)|
Here, by Taylor’s theorem [1], Ψ0(f0(z) + h(z)) = Ψ0(f0(z)) +R1(z), where
|R1(z)| ≤ M(z)|h(z)|
ρ(ρ− |h(z)|) ,
whereM(z) := max
∂K(f0(z),
|f0(z)|
4 )
|Ψ0(ξ)| and ρ > 0. We now take r0 > 0 such that
|z| < r0 implies |h(z)| < ρ2 . Indeed, by the uniform bound (2.1), there exists r > 0,
such that |h(z)| ≤ C|z3`2m+2| ≤ D|z|, z ∈ Rc, |z| < r. Now take r0 := min{r, ρ2D}.
Since |z| 7→ |Ψ0(z)| for sufficiently small |z|, z ∈ Rc is a decreasing function,
for sufficiently small |z| we bound M(z) ≤ |Ψ0(f0(z)/2)|. By the uniform bound
on Ψ0 from Step 1., we conclude that there exists a constant d > 0 such that
M(z) ≤ d|z−1`−m|, z ∈ Rc, so
|R1(z)| ≤ c|z2`m+2|, z ∈ Rc.
Therefore, there exists a uniform constant C > 0 such that:
|δ(z)| = |1− (Ψ0(f(z))−Ψ0(z))| ≤ C|z`m+2|, z ∈ Rc.
Now, iterating the equation R(f(z)) − R(z) = δ(z) on each petal, we get the
series:
R(z) = −
∑
k
δ(f◦k(z)),
uniformly convergent on compact subsets of the petal (see [9]). Note that here
|δ(f◦k(z))| ≤ C|f◦k(z)`(f◦k(z))m+1| holds uniformly on petals. On the other hand,
directly as in [7, Proof of Theorem A], due to the bound (2.1) of f , the bound on
|f◦k(z)| is deduced uniformly in j ∈ Z on subsectors Wθ ⊂ V +j of the same opening
θ ∈ (0, 2pi). Finally, applying [7, Proposition 9.4], and using uniformness of bounds
for |f◦k(z)| and for δ(z) by levels, we get that, for every subsector Wθ ⊂ V +j of
opening 0 < θ < 2pi, there exists Kθ > 0, independent of j ∈ Z, such that:
|R(z)| ≤ Kθ · `(|z|), z ∈Wθ.

Proof of Proposition 2.1.
Let f be prenormalized and let the uniform bound (2.1) hold. Let Ψ0(z), z ∈ Rc,
be the Fatou coordinate of the formal (2,m, ρ)-normal form f0, defined in (7.1). By
Lemma 7.2, for the Fatou coordinate of f , the following uniform bound holds:
|Ψ±j (z)−Ψ0(z)| ≤ Cθ`(|z|), z ∈Wθ ⊂ V ±j ,
where Wθ ⊂ V ±j are subsectors of opening 0 < θ < 2pi, and Cθ > 0 is uniform
for all j ∈ Z. On standard quadratic domains, there exists a > 0 such that7
7On a standard quadratic domain, the following bound holds:
|zε(log z)m| ≤ |z|ε(√log2 |z|+ ϕ2)m ≤ C|z|ε log2m |z|,
ϕ = Arg(z), ε > 0, m ∈ Z, since |ϕ| < log2 |z| and |ϕ| cannot increase to +∞ uncontrolled by |z|.
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|`| ≤ `(|z|) ≤ a√|`|. On standard linear domains, there exists a > 0 such that
|`| ≤ `(|z|) ≤ a|`|. Therefore,
|Ψ±j (z)−Ψ0(z)| ≤ Cθ
√
|`|, z ∈Wθ ⊂ V ±j ,
Let us estimate the horn maps of f from (1.2):
hj0(t) := e
−2piiΨj−1+ ◦(Ψj−)−1(− log t2pii ), t ≈ 0
hj∞(t) := e
2piiΨj−◦(Ψj+)−1( log t2pii ), t ≈ 0, j ∈ Z.
By uniform bound (7.2) on Ψ±j (that is, by its prenormalized form Ψ
±
j (z) = Ψ0(z)+
R±j (z), R
±
j = o(1), z → 0, z ∈Wθ ⊂ V ±j uniformly in j), we compute:
(7.5) Ψj−1+ ◦ (Ψj−)−1(w) = w + o(1),
where o(1) is uniform in j as Im(w)→ ±∞ in Ψj∓(Wθ). Since the spaces of orbits of
both positive and negative petal V j−1+ and V
j
− are contained in every sector around
the centerline of V j0 , then (7.5) implies:
hj0(t) = t
(
1 + o(1)
)
, t→ 0,
uniformly in j ∈ Z. Since hj0 are parabolic analytic diffeomorphisms, for δ > 0 and
for every j ∈ Z, there exist constants cj > 0, j ∈ Z, such that
(7.6) |hj0(t)− t| ≤ cj |t|2, |t| < δ.
Let us take here cj := sup|t|<δ
|hj0(t)−t|
|t|2 = sup|t|<δ
|o(t)|
t
1
|t| . Since o(t) is uniform in
j, (cj)j is bounded from above, and from (7.6) it follows that:
|hj0(t)− t| = O(t2), |t| → 0,
where O(.) is uniform in j ∈ Z. The same analysis is repeated for hj∞(t), j ∈ Z. 
7.2. Proof of Lemma 3.4.
Proof. We prove the uniform convergence of the series (3.14) in definition of R˜±j on
compacts in V˜ ±j , hence analyticity of R˜
±
j on V˜
±
j follows by the Weierstrass theorem.
Let us fix j ∈ Z. Take, for example, R˜+j on V˜ +j . It suffices to show the uniform
convergence on compact subsets of V˜ +j of
∑+∞
k=j+1 F˜
−
0,k. The convergence of the
other three terms in the sum for R˜+j follows analogously. Let K˜ ⊂ V˜ +j be a
compact subset of V˜ +j (i.e. the image in the logarithmic chart of the closed subsector
K ⊂ V +j in the original z-chart). Let (Cj+10 )′ be the direction in V˜ j+10 such that K˜
is completely contained in part of V˜ +j up to the curve (Cj+10 )′. Let us analyze the
series (3.14) for w ∈ K˜, using (3.11) and the fact that two Cauchy-Heine integrals
along different curves Cj+10 and (Cj+10 )′ in V˜ j+10 differ by an analytic germ at w =∞:
+∞∑
k=j+1
F˜−0,k(w) =
1
2pii
ˆ
(Cj+10 )′
G˜j+10 (ζ)
ζ − w dζ + a
j+1
0 (w) +
1
2pii
+∞∑
k=j+2
( ˆ
Ck0
G˜k0(ζ)
ζ − w dζ
)
,
w ∈ K˜.
Here,
aj+10 (w) :=
ˆ
Sj+10
G˜j+10 (ζ)
ζ − w dζ, w ∈ K˜,
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is an analytic function at w = ∞, as explained before. Indeed, the integration is
done along the border arc Sj+10 of V˜ j+10 between directions θj and some θ′j (corre-
sponding to intersections of curves Cj+10 and (Cj+10 )′ with V˜ j+10 ), where subintegral
function has no singularities for w ∈ K˜. Indeed, we can always restrict to a smaller
standard quadratic domain.
It suffices to show the uniform convergence on K˜ of
∑+∞
k=j+2
( ´
Ck0
G˜k0 (ζ)
ζ−w dζ
)
. In
the following computation, we assume the lines of integration Ck0 along a standard
quadratic domain; thus V˜ ±j are covering a standard quadratic domain. Even sharper
estimates for convergence can be repeated for a standard linear domain. By (3.10),
we have the following bounds:
∣∣∣ ˆ
Ck0
G˜k0(ζ)
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣ =∣∣∣ˆ +∞+i(4k−3)pi2
− log rk+i(4k−3)pi2
G˜k0(ζ)
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣t = ζ − i(4k − 3)pi
2
∣∣∣
(7.7)
≤
ˆ +∞
√
k
∣∣∣G˜k0(t+ i(4k − 3)pi2 )∣∣∣
|ζ − w| dt ≤
1
b
ˆ +∞
√
k
∣∣∣G˜k0(t+ i(4k − 3)pi2 )∣∣∣dt
≤ 1
b
ˆ +∞
√
k
Ce−Me
m
∣∣
t+i(4k−3)pi
2
∣∣
dt
≤ C
b
ˆ +∞
√
k
e−Me
mt
dt =
C
b
ˆ +∞
√
k
e−Me
mt · e
mt
emt
dt
≤ C
bem
√
k
ˆ +∞
√
k
e−Me
mt · emtdt = C1e−m
√
ke−Me
m
√
k
.
Indeed, for every k > j + 1, Ck0 is on some (uniformly) bounded distance from
K˜ in the logarithmic chart. That is, for every w ∈ K˜ and every Ck0 , k > j + 1,
|ζ − w| > b, where b > 0 is independent of k. Also note that, by (3.8), we have at
least − log rk ∼
√
k, k →∞. Since t > 0, ∣∣t+ i(4k − 3)pi2 ∣∣ ≥ t.
Now the convergence of the series
∑
k e
−m√ke−Me
m
√
k
, for m > 0, M > 0, proves
the uniform convergence of the above series on K˜.
Once we have proven that R˜±j are analytic on V˜
±
j , by (3.12) and (3.14) we get
(3.15). 
7.3. Proof of Lemma 3.5.
The proof is an adaptation of the proof in [5] for the regular case. Let us fix
j ∈ Z and V˜ +j (V˜ −j is treated analogously), and let us choose a fixed subsector
U˜ ⊂ V˜ +j . By (3.14), R˜+j on U˜ is a sum of countably many Cauchy-Heine integrals.
For lines Cj∞ and Cj+10 that intersect the petal V +j , the integration is done along
the shifted lines (Cj∞)′, (Cj+10 )′ at some bounded distance from U˜ , whereas error
terms aj∞(w), a
j+1
0 (w) (integrals along the border lines Sj∞, Sj+10 ) are added. Such
terms are analytic at infinity, so they expand in Taylor series âj∞, â
j+1
0 ∈ C[[w−1]].
We divide the proof in the following three steps. Note that Steps 1. and 2. are
independent of the type of the domain (standard quadratic or standard linear).
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Step 1. We prove the asymptotic expansion of each integral
´
Ck0,∞
G˜k0,∞(ζ)
ζ−w dζ,
k ∈ Z, in the series (3.14).
Step 2. We prove the convergence of coefficients of each monomial w−n, n ∈ N, in
the asymptotic expansion of
∑
k≥j+1
´
Ck0
G˜k0 (ζ)
ζ−w dζ. The other three sums of integrals
obtained in (3.14) are treated analogously. We also prove statement (1).
Step 3. In the case of construction on a standard linear domain, we prove state-
ment (2): that the asymptotics of R˜±j is in addition log-Gevrey of order m. In the
final Remark 7.3 we state the technical problem in deducing log-Gevrey bounds on
standard quadratic domain.
Proof.
Step 1. For every k ∈ Z and for every n ∈ N, it holds that:
G˜k0,∞(ζ)
ζ − w =
n−1∑
p=0
(−G˜k0,∞(ζ)ζp)w−p−1 +
G˜k0,∞(ζ)ζ
n
ζ − w w
−n.
Therefore we get, for every k ∈ Z,
(7.8)
ˆ
Ck0,∞
G˜k0,∞(ζ)
ζ − w dζ −
n−1∑
p=0
akpw
−p−1 = w−n
ˆ
Ck
G˜k0,∞(ζ)ζ
n
ζ − w dζ,
where coefficients akp are given by:
(7.9) akp = −
ˆ
Ck0,∞
G˜k0,∞(ζ)ζ
pdζ.
Due to (even superexponential) flatness of G˜k0,∞(ζ) as Re(ζ)→∞ given in (3.10),
the integrals in (7.9) converge.
Step 2. Let us now sum (7.8) partially by
∑N
k=j+1, N ≥ j + 1. The other three
terms of the sum give analogous bounds. For w ∈ U˜ , there exists b > 0 such that
|ζ − w| > b, ζ ∈ Ck0 , uniformly for every k > j + 1. Now, very similar bounds as
in (7.7) in the proof of Lemma 3.4 give us the convergence of
∑
k≥j+1 a
k
p towards
some ap ∈ R, p ∈ N, and of the remainder
∑
k≥j+1
´
Ck0
G˜k0 (ζ)ζ
n
ζ−w dζ. Passing to the
limit as N →∞, we get the asymptotic expansion:
(7.10) R˜+j (w) ∼
+∞∑
p=0
apw
−p−1, Re(w)→∞, w ∈ U˜ ⊆ V˜ +j .
Let us now prove the uniform statement (1) of the proposition about the uniform
bound. Note that all bounds on the remainders:∑
k≥j+1
ˆ
Ck0,∞
G˜k0,∞(ζ)ζ
n
ζ − w dζ +
∑
k≤j
ˆ
Ck0,∞
G˜k0,∞(ζ)ζ
n
ζ − w dζ(7.11)
from (7.8) can be made uniform in j ∈ Z and w ∈ U˜ ⊂ V˜ +j , due to uniform estimate
(3.10) of G˜j0,∞, j ∈ Z. We conclude here similarly as in the proof of convergence
(7.7) in the proof of Lemma 3.4. In (7.11), for every j ∈ Z and U˜ ⊂ V˜ +j , exactly
two lines of integration Cj+10 and Cj∞, are changed to shifted lines (Cj+10 )′ and (Cj∞)′,
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connected to previous ones by the border lines Sj+10 and Sj∞. But (7.8) with n = 1
and applied to border lines Sj+10 , Sj∞ gives similarly:
ˆ
Sj+10
G˜j+10 (ζ)
ζ − w dζ − b
j+1
0 w
−1 = w−1
ˆ
Sj+10
G˜j+10 (ζ)ζ
ζ − w dζ, b
j+1
0 ∈ C.
Take ε > 0 small. We find a subdomain (quadratic resp. linear) RC′ ⊂ RC such
that:
(7.12) RC′ ⊆ {w ∈ RC : d(w, ∂RC) > ε.}
For w ∈ RC′ it therefore holds that |ζ−w| > ε, ζ ∈ Sj0,∞, uniformly in j ∈ Z. Since
Sj0,∞ are bounded arcs connecting at most ζ =
√
j+ij and ζ =
√
j + 1+i(j+1), and
G˜j0,∞ are uniformly (in j) super-exponentially small, the bound on the remainder∣∣∣ˆ
Sj∞
G˜j∞(ζ)ζ
ζ − w dζ +
ˆ
Sj+10
G˜j+10 (ζ)ζ
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣
can be made uniform in j ∈ Z, for w ∈ U˜ ⊂ V˜ +j ∩RC′ . This proves the statement
(1).
Step 3. We prove, on standard linear domains, the log-Gevrey bounds of order
m for the expansion (7.10).
The lines of integration Ck0,∞ in Cauchy-Heine integrals on a standard linear
domain in the logarithmic chart are, by (3.7) and (3.9), the half-lines:
Ck0 . . .
[ ∼ k + i(4k − 3)pi
2
,+∞+ i(4k − 3)pi
2
)
,
Ck∞ . . .
[ ∼ k + i(4k − 1)pi
2
,+∞+ i(4k − 1)pi
2
)
, k ∈ Z.
Let j ∈ Z. On every subsector U˜ ⊂ V˜ +j (the same analysis can be repeated for
V˜ −j ), by (7.8), it holds that:
∣∣∣ ∞∑
k=j+2
ˆ
Ck0
G˜k0(ζ)
ζ − w dζ −
n−1∑
p=0
apw
−p−1
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣w−n ∞∑
k=j+2
ˆ
Ck0
G˜k0(ζ)ζ
n
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣ ≤
(7.13)
≤ |w|−n
∣∣∣ ∞∑
k=j+2
ˆ
Ck0
G˜k0(ζ)
1/2 · G˜k0(ζ)1/2 · ζn
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣ =
=
∣∣∣ξ = Re(ζ) ⇒ ξ = ζ − i(4k − 3)pi
2
∣∣∣ =
≤ |w|−n
∞∑
k=j+2
ˆ +∞
− log rk∼k
|G˜k0(ζ)|1/2
|w − ζ| · |G˜
k
0(ζ)|1/2
∣∣ξ + i(4k − 3)pi
2
∣∣n dξ, w ∈ U˜ .
By (3.10), G˜k0,∞(ζ) are superexponentially small on lines Ck0,∞, and moreover uni-
formly in k ∈ Z. That is, there exist constants C, M > 0, independent of k ∈ Z,
such that
|G˜k0,∞(ζ)1/2| ≤ Ce−Me
mRe(ζ)
, ζ ∈ Ck0,∞.
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Thus, in (7.13), by direct integration, we get that:
(7.14)
∞∑
k=j+2
ˆ +∞
− log rk∼k
|G˜k0(ζ)1/2|
|ζ − w| dζ ≤ Dj .
Let us now bound
(7.15) |G˜k0(ζ)|1/2
∣∣ξ+i(4k−3)pi
2
∣∣n ≤ Ce−Memξ(√ξ2 + k2)n ≤ De−Memξξn, D > 0,
for ξ = Re(ζ) ∈ (− log rk,+∞) ∼ (k,+∞). We sometimes omit constants for sim-
plicity (where they don’t influence the type of the final result). The last inequality is
the consequence of the fact that lines Ck0 lie in a standard linear domain. Therefore,
for ζ ∈ Ck0 , it holds that ξ = Re(ζ) > Im(ζ) ∼ k.
Similarly, we estimate the term
|w|n · ∣∣ ˆ
Sj+10
G˜j+10 (ζ)
ζ − w dζ −
∞∑
p=0
bpw
−p−1∣∣.
We get similar bounds as (7.14) and (7.15), but on a subdomain Ra′,b′ ⊂ Ra,b,
defined as in (7.12).
Now, maximizing the function ξ 7→ De−Memξξn by ξ, we easily get that the point
of maximum is ξ0 such that emξ0 ∼ 1M nlogn and mξ0 ∼ log n, as n→∞. Therefore,
there exists D1 > 0 such that:
(7.16) De−Me
mξ
ξn ≤ D1m−ne− nlogn logn n, ξ > 0, n ∈ N.
By (7.14), (7.15) and (7.16), from (7.13) we get that there exists Cj > 0 such that:∣∣∣ˆ
(Cj+10 )′
G˜j+10 (ξ)
ξ − w dξ +
∞∑
k=j+2
ˆ
Ck0
G˜k0(ξ)
ξ − w dξ −
n−1∑
p=0
cpw
−p−1
∣∣∣ ≤(7.17)
≤ Cjm−ne− nlogn logn n · |w|−n, w ∈ U˜ ∩RC′ .
Here, cp = ap + bp, p ∈ N. The same can be concluded for the other three terms
of the sum for R˜+j given in (3.14). By Definition 1.2 of log-Gevrey asymptotic ex-
pansions, we conclude that R˜+j (w) admits log-Gevrey power asymptotic expansion
of order m > 0 in w−1, as Re(w)→∞ in V˜ +j . Thus statement (2) is proven. 
Remark 7.3 (Bounds for asymptotic expansion of R˜±j on standard quadratic do-
mains). On a standard quadratic domain, the lines of integration Ck0,∞, k ∈ Z, in
the logarithmic chart are the half-lines:
Ck0 . . .
[ ∼ √k + i(4k − 3)pi
2
,+∞+ i(4k − 3)pi
2
)
,
Ck∞ . . .
[ ∼ √k + i(4k − 1)pi
2
,+∞+ i(4k − 1)pi
2
)
, k ∈ Z.
The other difference with respect to standard linear domains is the bound (7.15).
On a standard quadratic domain we have ξ2 = Re(ζ)2 ≥ k ∼ Im(ζ) = (2k + 1)pi2 ,
so (7.15) becomes:
|G˜k0(ζ)|1/2
∣∣ξ + i(4k − 3)pi
2
∣∣n ≤ Ce−Memξ(√ξ2 + k2)n ≤ De−Memξξ2n.
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In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 for standard linear domains, for a
standard quadratic domain we get:
De−Me
mξ
ξ2n ≤ D1e−
2n
log(2n) log2n(2n), ξ > 0.
The final bound (7.17) on a standard quadratic domain is as follows:∣∣∣ ˆ
(Cj+10 )′
G˜j+10 (ζ)
ζ − w dζ+
∞∑
k=j+2
ˆ
Ck0
G˜k0(ζ)
ζ − w dζ −
n−1∑
p=0
cpw
−p−1
∣∣∣ ≤(7.18)
≤ Cjm−2ne− 2nlog 2n log2n(2n) · |w|−n, w ∈ U˜ ∩RC′ ,
where RC′ ⊂ RC is a quadratic subdomain, as in (7.12).
The bounds (7.18) obtained on standard quadratic domain are weaker than log-
Gevrey of order m, for any m > 0. Therefore, they are too weak to attribute a
unique log-Gevrey sum to R̂(`) on `-cusps `(V ±j ), j ∈ Z.
7.4. Proof of Lemma 4.2.
The following Lemma 7.4 for uniform bounds on iterates R˜nj,± , n ∈ N, is used
in the proof. Lemma 7.4 and Remark 7.5 are also used in the proof of statement
(1) of Lemma 4.1. In fact, in the proof of Lemma 7.4, we conclude inductively the
bounds for every n ∈ N, in the course of iterative construction of the sequence R˜nj,±
described in Lemma 4.1. Therefore, the bounds in Lemma 7.4 and Remark 7.5 can
be deduced simultaneously with the inductive construction in Lemma 4.1, without
apriori assuming the existence of the whole sequence.
Let us first introduce some notation. Let ε > 0. As in proof of statement (1)
of Lema 4.1, we denote by Sj0,±2ε the half-lines in the standard quadratic domain
at distance ±2ε from Cj0, and by Sj∞,±2ε the half-lines in the standard quadratic
domain at distance ±2ε from Cj∞, j ∈ Z. By sj0 we denote the endpoint of the
half-line Cj0 and by sj∞ the endpoint of the half-line Cj∞, at the outer border of the
standard quadratic domain. Then:
sj0 := Sj0,±2ε ∩ Cj0, sj∞ := Sj∞,±2ε ∩ Cj∞, j ∈ Z.
Lemma 7.4. Let ε > 0 (arbitrarily small) and let the iterates R˜nj,± on petals
8 V˜ ±j
of a standard quadratic domain be defined as in Lemma 4.1. Let sj0 and s
j
∞, j ∈ Z,
be the endpoints of the half-lines Cj0 and Cj∞. Then the following bounds hold:
(1) There exists K > 0 such that:
• For w ∈ V˜ +j such that d(w,Cj+10 ) < ε or d(w,Cj∞) < ε (region (3)),
|R˜nj,+(w)| ≤
K log
|w−sj+10 |
|w| , d(w,C
j+1
0 ) < ε,
K log
|w−sj∞|
|w| , d(w,C
j
∞) < ε, j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
8The shape of the petals may be changed in the course of this proof, and the original standard
quadratic domain may be changed to a smaller one, but the petals remain petals of opening 2pi,
centered at directions jpi, j ∈ Z, of a standard quadratic domain.
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For w ∈ V˜ −j such that d(w,Cj∞) < ε or d(w,Cj0) < ε (region (3)),
|R˜nj,−(w)| ≤
K log
|w−sj∞|
|w| , d(w,C
j
∞) < ε,
K log
|w−sj0|
|w| , d(w,C
j
0) < ε, j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
• For w ∈ V˜ +j such that d(w,Cj+10 ) ≥ ε and d(w,Cj∞) ≥ ε, and for
w ∈ V˜ −j such that d(w,Cj∞) ≥ ε and d(w,Cj0) ≥ ε (regions (1) and
(2)),
|R˜nj,±(w)| ≤ K, j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
(2) There exists D > 0 such that:
|e−2pii( Ψ˜0(w)2 +R˜nj−1,+(w))| ≤ D, w ∈ V˜ j0 ,
|e2pii( Ψ˜0(w)2 +R˜nj,+(w))| ≤ D, w ∈ V˜ j∞, j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
The constants D, K are independent of the choice of the petal V ±j , j ∈ Z, and
on the iterate n ∈ N. Moreover, by choosing a standard quadratic domain RC of
a sufficiently small radius9 as the domain of definition, the bounding constants D
and K can be made arbitrarily small.
In Lemma 7.4 (1), note that |w| > D0 > 0 on a standard quadratic domain, so
|w−sj+10 |
|w| and
|w−sj∞|
|w| are bounded as Re(w) → +∞ on V˜ +j . Therefore, w = sj+10
and w = sj∞ are the only singularities on V
+
j .
Remark 7.5. From (2) in Lemma 7.4, it immediately follows that:
|e−2pii(Ψ˜0(w)+R˜nj−1,+(w))| ≤ D|e−2pii(Ψ˜0(w)/2)|, w ∈ V˜ j0 ,
|e2pii(Ψ˜0(w)+R˜nj,+(w))| ≤ D|e2pii(Ψ˜0(w)/2)|, w ∈ V˜ j∞, j ∈ Z, n ∈ N.(7.19)
Given the sequence of pairs of analytic germs (gj0, g
j
∞;Rj)j∈Z as in Lemma 4.1, with
radii of convergence Rj bounded from below as in (1.4), there exists a standard
quadratic domain such that |e−2pii(Ψ˜0(w)/2)| < Rj/D, w ∈ V˜ j0 , and |e2pii(Ψ˜0(w)/2)| <
Rj/D, w ∈ V˜ j∞, j ∈ Z. Now, we conclude by (7.19) that e−2pii(Ψ˜0(w)+R˜
n
j−1,+(w)),
w ∈ V˜ j0 , remain in the domain of the definition of gj0, and that e−pii(Ψ˜0(w)+R˜
n
j,+(w)),
w ∈ V˜ j∞, remain in the domain of the definition of gj∞, j ∈ Z, for all n ∈ N. This
is important to be able to define the iterative algorithm in Lemma 4.1 (1).
Proof of Lemma 7.4. We prove (1) and (2) simultaneously by induction.
Step 1. First we check the induction basis for n = 0. Note that R˜0j,± ≡ 0 and
that the functions
w 7→ e−2pii( Ψ˜0(w)2 ), w ∈ V˜ j0 , and w 7→ e2pii(
Ψ˜0(w)
2 ), w ∈ V˜ j∞, j ∈ Z,
are uniformly exponentially flat of order 1− δ, for every δ > 0 (see the definition at
the beginning of Section 3). That is, for subsectors U˜ j0,∞ ⊂ V˜ j0,∞ bisected by Cj0,∞
9that is, with sufficiently big real parts Re(w) > D0, for all w ∈ − log(RC).
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and of uniform opening in j, there exist M, C > 0 such that:
|e−2pii( Ψ˜0(w)2 )| ≤ Ce−Me(1−δ)Re(w) , w ∈ U˜ j0 ,
|e2pii( Ψ˜0(w)2 )| ≤ Ce−Me(1−δ)Re(w) , w ∈ U˜ j∞, j ∈ Z.(7.20)
From the above bounds, for every D > 0, we can find a quadratic domain of
sufficiently small radius (sufficiently shifted to the right in the logarithmic chart),
such that:
∣∣e−2pii( Ψ˜0(w))2 ∣∣ ≤ D, w ∈ V˜ j0 , |e2pii( Ψ˜0(w)2 )| ≤ D, w ∈ V˜ j∞,(7.21)
uniformly in j ∈ Z. Note that in (7.21) the petals V˜ j0,∞, j ∈ Z, may have changed
shape compared to those in (7.20). Due to uniform exponential flatness (7.20), to
ensure boundedness by the same D in all subsectors U˜ j0,∞ of openings approaching
pi, we may have to diminish their radii, resulting in new open petals V˜ j0,∞ of opening
pi, as unions of such retailored subsectors. Thus (2) is satisfied for n = 1. Note that
(1) holds trivially for n = 1 and for any K > 0.
Step 2. The induction step. Suppose that (1) and (2) hold uniformly in j ∈ Z
for the n-th iterate R˜nj,±. We prove (1) and (2) for the following iterate R˜
n+1
j,± on
petals V˜j,±, uniformly in j, with the same constants D and K, independent of the
induction step n ∈ N and of the petal j ∈ Z. We proceed by regions in petals V˜j,±.
We prove here the induction step for R˜n+1j,+ on V˜j,+. For the repelling petal and
R˜n+1j,− the same can be repeated. We will consider, as in (4.11), only one term of
the sum (4.10) in R˜nj,+. For the other three terms the bounds follow analogously.
We bound in all three regions of (4.11):
1. Region (3): w ∈ V˜ +j , (4j + 1)pi2 − ε < Im(w) < (4j + 1)pi2 + ε.
∣∣∣ +∞∑
k=j+1
n+1F˜−0,k(w)
∣∣∣ ≤
(7.22)
1
2pi
∣∣∣ ˆ
Cj+10,+2ε
gj+10
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n
j,+(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣+ 1
2pi
∣∣∣ˆ
Sj+10
gj+10
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n
j,+(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣+
+
1
2pi
+∞∑
k=j+2
∣∣∣ ˆ
Ck0
gk0
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n
k−1,+(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣.
All denominators except for the one in the integral
´
Sj+10 ∗ dζ can, by absolute value,
be bounded away from w by ε > 0, that is, |ζ−w| ≥ ε, since the lines of integration
are more than ε-away from w. In each of these integrals, we make a change of
variables that transforms these integrals to integrals along real half-line, as before
in (7.7). Using the uniform bound (2.3) on gk0,∞(t), k ∈ Z, we get that there exists
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C > 0, such that:
∣∣gk0(e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜nk−1,+(ζ))∣∣ ≤ C|e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜nk−1,+(ζ))| ≤(7.23)
≤ C∣∣e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)/2+R˜nk−1,+(ζ))∣∣ · |e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)/2)| ≤ CD|e−piiΨ˜0(ζ)|, ζ ∈ V˜ k0 ,∣∣gk∞(e2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜nk,+(ζ))∣∣ ≤ CD|epiiΨ˜0(ζ)|, ζ ∈ V˜ k∞, k ∈ Z.
In the last equality we use the induction hypothesis. As in (7.21), we conclude that∣∣e∓pii Ψ˜0(ζ)2 ∣∣ on respective domains V˜ j0,∞ can be made smaller than any constant
E > 0 on a standard quadratic domain shifted sufficiently to the right, such that
Re(ζ) > D0 for someD0 > 0 (and, as before, with shapes of V˜
j
0,∞ possibly changed).
Now a similar reasoning as in the proof of convergence of (7.7) leads us to
conclusion that we can choose a standard quadratic domain of sufficiently small
radius such that the sum of all integrals in (7.22), except for the integral
´
Sj+10 ∗ dζ,
is by absolute value smaller than any fixed number, so we take K > 0. We note
that the bounds made here do not depend on a specific petal j ∈ Z, nor on the step
of iteration n ∈ N.
To conclude the induction step (1), it is left to bound the following integral:∣∣∣ˆ
Sj+10
gj+10
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n
j,+(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣, w ∈ V˜ +j , d(w, C˜j+10 ) ≤ ε.(7.24)
The problem in this region is the following: (1) at the point sj+10 at the end of the
line Sj+10 of integration (that is, at the endpoint of Cj+10 on the boundary of the
domain), R˜nj,+(ζ) from the previous step has a logarithmic singularity, thus possibly
preventing the mere well-definedness of this integral; and (2) |ζ −w| is unbounded
as w approaches sj+10 , thus genereating a new logarithmic singularity at the point
sj+10 in the next iterate R˜
n+1
j,+ . First, the fact that the integral in each step is
well-defined is verified by the induction hypothesis (2) or estimate (7.23). We note
that a logarithmic singularity at sj+10 is generated in each iterate, but they are not
accumulating in iteration, due to the fact R˜nj,+ enters the next step of integration
only as the argument of an exponential that is bounded and does not possess a
logarithmic singularity any more. To solve problem (2), let γ(t) : [0, 1] → Sj+10 be
a (smooth) parametrization of Sj+10 , and denote the endpoints by sj+10 := γ(0) and
vj+10 := γ(1). Recall that
sj+10 = Sj+10 ∩ Cj+10 , vj+10 = Sj+10 ∩ Cj+10,+2ε.
We now bound, using the complex mean value theorem for integrals (treating the
real and the imaginary part separately, and applying the integral mean value theo-
rem10), (7.23) and the fact that |γ′(t)| is bounded (suppose by 1) since γ is smooth
10For f, g : [0, 1] → C bounded, by integral mean value theorem for real functions of a real
variable there exist s1, s2, s3, s4 ∈ [0, 1] such that |
´ 1
0 f(t)g(t)dt| ≤ |
´ 1
0 Re(f(t))Re(g(t))dt| +
| ´ 10 Re(f(t))Im(g(t))dt| + |
´ 1
0 Im(f(t))Re(g(t))dt| + |
´ 1
0 Im(f(t))Im(g(t))dt| = |Re(f(s1))| ·
| ´ 10 Re(g(t))dt| + |Re(f(s2))| · |
´ 1
0 Im(g(t))dt| + |Im(f(s3))| · |
´ 1
0 Re(g(t))dt| + |Im(f(s4))| ·
| ´ 10 Im(g(t))dt| ≤ 4||f ||L∞[0,1]
(|Re(´ 10 g(t)dt)|+ |Im(´ 10 g(t)dt)|) ≤ 2||f ||L∞[0,1]∣∣ ´ 10 g(t)dt∣∣.
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(the boundary of a standard quadratic domain):∣∣∣ ˆ
Sj+10
gj+10
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n
j,+(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ ˆ 1
0
gj+10
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(γ(t))+R˜
n
j,+(γ(t)))
)
γ(t)− w γ
′(t)dt
∣∣∣ ≤
≤ 2||gj+10
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(γ(t))+R˜
n
j,+(γ(t)))
)||L∞[0,1] · ∣∣∣ˆ 1
0
γ′(t)
γ(t)− wdt
∣∣∣ ≤
≤ 2CD||e−pii(Ψ˜0(γ(t)))||L∞[0,1] ·
∣∣∣ˆ 1
0
γ′(t)
γ(t)− wdt
∣∣∣.
The norm of exponentially small |e−pii(Ψ˜0(γ(t))| can, by shifting a standard qua-
dratic domain to the right (γ(t) lies in its boundary), be made arbitrarily small
(independently of the step n ∈ N). Furthermore, there exists a uniform constant
c > 0 (independent of j ∈ Z) such that∣∣∣ ˆ 1
0
γ′(t)
γ(t)− wdt
∣∣∣ = | log(vj+10 −w)−log(sj+10 −w)| ≤ c log |sj+10 − w||w| , w in region (3).
Indeed, note that vj+10 does not lie in region (3), and at Re(w) = +∞ there is no
singularity, so the only singularity is w = sj+10 . Consequently, we may bound the
whole integral (7.24) in the region (3) above by any positive constant multiplied by
log
|w−sj+10 |
|w| . Take again K > 0.
2. Regions (1) and (2): w ∈ V˜ +j , Im(w) ≤ (4j+1)pi2−ε or Im(w) ≥ (4j+1)pi2 +ε:
The induction step is proven analogously, but easier, since the denominators in all
integrals are now bounded from below by ε (w in these regions is at the distance big-
ger than ε from all lines of integration), so the logarithm does not appear in bounds.
Only one comment is needed. The line Cj+10 indeed contains the point sj+10 as its
endpoint, but, as discussed before, the integral
´
Cj+10
gj+10
(
e
−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜nj,+(ζ))
)
ζ−w dζ is
well-defined since the previous iterate R˜nj,+(ζ) with logarithmic singularity at s
j+1
0
appears in the integral only as an argument of the exponential, which is bounded.
To bound the integrals by any constant (take K > 0), we use (7.23).
Finally, once that we have proven the induction step (1) for n+ 1, the induction
step (2) for n+ 1 follows easily from (1). We have:∣∣e−2pii( Ψ˜0(w)2 +R˜n+1j−1,+(w))∣∣ ≤ ∣∣e−2pii Ψ˜0(w)2 ∣∣ · e2pi|R˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤
≤
{
|e−piiΨ˜0(w)|D−2piK0 |w − sj+10 |2piK , w ∈ V˜ j0 in region (3),
|e−piiΨ˜0(w)|e2piK , w ∈ V˜ j0 in regions (1) and (2).
By shifting a standard quadratic domain sufficiently to the right (Re(w) > D0),
and by changing the shape of V˜ j0 if necessary, both can be made arbitrarily small
(uniformly in j ∈ Z and independently of n ∈ N), so we make them smaller than
D > 0. The same follows for V j∞, j ∈ Z. The induction step (2) is thus proven. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We prove that there exists 0 < q < 1 and c > 0 such that:
sup
w∈V˜ j+
|e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜nj,+(w)∣∣ ≤ cqn,
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for every n ∈ N0 and every j ∈ Z. The proof is by induction, considering separately
the three regions (1)− (3) of V˜ +j , as in (4.11).
Suppose that there exist 0 < q < 1 and c > 0 (independent of j ∈ Z and n ∈ N0)
such that, for some n ∈ N, it holds that
sup
w∈V˜ j+
|e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜nj,+(w)∣∣ ≤ cqn,
for every j ∈ Z. We now prove that it implies, for w in each of the three regions of
V˜ +j , that:
sup
w∈V˜ j+
|e2piiR˜n+2j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)∣∣ ≤ cqn+1.
That is,
sup
w∈ region (i)
|e2piiR˜n+2j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤ cqn+1, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j ∈ Z.
We will find now 0 < q < 1 and c > 0, independent of j ∈ Z, such that the
induction step and the basis of the induction holds. Note that, as before, we work
for simplicity with only one term of the sum in (4.10) for R˜nj,+ on V˜
+
j . For the
other three terms of the sum the conclusion follows analogously. The same can be
simultaneously done for R˜nj,− on V˜
−
j , and we omit it.
1. The basis of the induction. By Lemma 7.4 (1), if we shift the standard qua-
dratic domain sufficiently to the right (e.g. Re(w) > D0) and reshape if necessary,
then there exists an arbitarily small constant K > 0 such that11:
|e2piiR˜1j,+(w) − 1| ≤ e2pi|R1j,+(w)| − 1 ≤
≤

e2piK − 1, w ∈ V˜ +j , d(w, Cj+10 ) ≥ ε, d(w, Cj∞) ≥ ε,( |w−sj+10 |
|w|
)2piK − 1, w ∈ V˜ +j , d(w, Cj+10 ) < ε,( |w−sj∞|
|w|
)2piK − 1, w ∈ V˜ +j , d(w, Cj∞) < ε.
(7.25)
To conclude that |e2piiR˜1j,±(w)−1| are bounded from above on the petals V˜j,+ by some
constant C > 0, independent of j ∈ Z, note that the second and the third term in
(7.25) are bounded at Re(w) = +∞ due to the division by |w| and Re(w) > D0 > 0.
That is, there exists a constant C and 0 < q < 1 such that:
|e2piiR˜1j,+(w) − e2piiR˜0j,+(w)| ≤ Cq0, w ∈ V˜ +j , j ∈ Z.
In fact, we can take here any 0 < q < 1, and we will determine the good one in the
induction process. This is the basis of the induction.
2. The induction step. Now suppose that there exist 0 < q < 1 and C > 0 such
that, for n ∈ N0, it holds that:
|e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜nj,+(w)| ≤ Cqn, w ∈ V˜ +j , j ∈ Z.
We prove the induction step (n+ 1). It holds that:
|e2piiR˜n+2j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤ |e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)| · ∣∣e2pii(R˜n+2j,+ (w)−R˜n+1j,+ (w)) − 1∣∣
≤ e2pi|R˜n+1j,+ (w)| ·
(
e2pi|R˜
n+2
j,+ (w)−R˜n+1j,+ (w)| − 1
)
, w ∈ V˜ +j .(7.26)
11By Taylor expansion, |ez − 1| ≤ e|z| − 1, z ∈ C.
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We now estimate |R˜n+2j,+ (w)− R˜n+1j,+ (w)| on V˜+,j , using the induction hypothesis, in
regions (1) − (3). Note that the expression for the difference R˜n+2j,+ (w) − R˜n+1j,+ (w)
is similar as in (4.11), just, instead of gk0
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n
k−1,+(ζ))
)
, in every integral
we have the difference of exponentials:
gk0
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜
n+1
k−1,+(ζ))
)− gk0(e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜nk−1,+(ζ))), k ∈ Z.
As in the proof of Lemma 7.4, we bound the difference |R˜n+2j,+ (w)− R˜n+1j,+ (w)| in all
regions (1)− (3). By complex mean-value theorem, we first estimate:
∣∣gk0(e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n+1k−1,+(ζ)))− gk0(e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜nk−1,+(ζ)))∣∣ ≤
≤ sup
t∈[0,1]
∣∣(gk0 )′(e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+(tR˜nk−1,+(ζ)+(1−t)R˜n+1k−1,+(ζ))))∣∣ · |e−2piiΨ˜0(ζ)|·
· |e−2pii(R˜nk−1,+(ζ)+R˜n+1k−1,+(ζ))| · ∣∣e2piiR˜n+1k−1,+(ζ) − e2piiR˜nk−1,+(ζ)∣∣ ≤
≤ d|e−2piiΨ˜0(ζ)| · e2pi
(
|Rnk−1,+(ζ)|+|Rn+1k−1,+(ζ)|
)
· ∣∣e2piiR˜n+1k−1,+(ζ) − e2piiR˜nk−1,+(ζ)∣∣ ≤
≤ c|e−2piiΨ˜0(ζ)| · |e2piiR˜n+1k−1,+(ζ) − e2piiR˜nk−1,+(ζ)∣∣, ζ ∈ V˜ k0 , k ∈ Z,
where constants c, d > 0 are uniform with respect to petal j ∈ Z and step n ∈ N.
The last two lines follow by Lemma 7.4 (1) and by uniform bounds (2.3) on (gk0 )′.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists c > 0 such that:
∣∣gk0(e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜n+1k−1,+(ζ)))− gk0(e−2pii(Ψ˜0(ζ)+R˜nk−1,+(ζ)))∣∣ ≤ cCqn · |e−2piiΨ˜0(ζ)|,
ζ ∈ V˜ k0 , k ∈ Z, n ∈ N.
The same can be repeated for V˜ k∞, k ∈ Z.
Now, estimating as in the proof of Lemma 7.4 (1), we get the following bounds
by regions:
|R˜n+2j,+ (w)− R˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤
≤

||e−piiΨ˜0(w)||V˜ j+10 · (A log
|w−sj+10 |
|w| +B) · Cqn, w ∈ V +j , d(w, Cj+10 ) < ε,
||epiiΨ˜0(w)||V˜ j∞ · (A log
|w−sj∞|
|w| +B) · Cqn, w ∈ V +j , d(w, Cj∞) < ε,
(||e−piiΨ˜0(w)||V˜ j+10 + ||e
piiΨ˜0(w)||V˜ j∞) ·B · Cqn, w ∈ V +j , d(w, Cj∞ ∪ C
j+1
0 ) ≥ ε.
Here, A > 0 and B > 0 are some positive constants, uniform in n ∈ N and in j ∈ Z,
obtained as sums of integrals with exponentially small numerators and bounded
denominators, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 7.4. Note that, by shifting a
whole standard quadratic domain to the right and possibly reshaping, we can make
the first norm arbitrarily small (less than any δ > 0), uniformly in n ∈ N and in
j ∈ Z. Now, for every δ > 0 there exists a standard quadratic domain Rδ such
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that, for w ∈ Rδ, it holds that:
e2pi|R˜
n+2
j,+ (w)−R˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤
(7.27)
≤

( |w−sj+10 |
|w|
)2piAδCqn
e2piBδCq
k ≤ N2piAδCqne2piBδCqk , w ∈ V +j , d(w, Cj+10 ) < ε,( |w−sj∞|
|w|
)2piAδCqn
e2piBδCq
k ≤ N2piAδCqne2piBδCqk , w ∈ V +j , d(w, Cj∞) < ε,
e2piBδCq
n
, w ∈ V +j , d(w, Cj∞ ∪ Cj+10 ).
Here, N > 0 is some positive constant that bounds |w−s
j+1
0 |
|w| in region (3), uniformly
in j ∈ Z. Now, by (7.26),
|e2piiR˜n+2j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤ e2pi|R˜n+1j,+ (w)| ·
(
e2pi|R˜
n+2
j,+ (w)−R˜n+1j,+ (w)| − 1
)
, w ∈ V˜ +j .
Taking δ > 0 sufficiently small (diminishing the domain), putting (7.27) in (7.26),
we get:
|e2piiR˜n+2j,+ (w) − e2piiR˜n+1j,+ (w)| ≤ Cqn+1, w ∈ V˜ j+, j ∈ Z.
All bounds are independent on the step n ∈ N and on the petal j ∈ Z. The
induction step is thus proven. 
7.5. Proof of Lemma 4.4.
Proof. Let (gj0, g
j
∞)j∈Z be as in (4.4) and (4.5) from Lemma 4.1. Since
(hj0)
−1(t) = te2piig
j
0(t), hj∞(t) = te
2piigj∞(t), t ≈ 0,
the symmetry (4.16) of (hj0, h
j
∞)j implies:
te2piig
−j+1
0 (t) = te2piig
j
∞(t),
te−2piig
−j+1
0 (t) = te2piig
j
∞(t), t ∈ (C, 0), j ∈ Z.
Therefore,
(7.28) g−j+10 (t) = −gj∞(t), t ∈ (C, 0), j ∈ Z.
Here, we use that e−2piiz = e2piiz, z ∈ C.
The remainder of the proof is done by induction on the iterates of the Fatou
coordinate Ψ˜nj,±(w) (in the logarithmic chart). We prove, using symmetry (7.28),
that, for every n ∈ N0, the following symmetry of the iterates holds:
Ψ˜n−j+1,−(w) = Ψ˜
n
j,−(w), w ∈ V˜ −j+1+ ,
Ψ˜n−j,+(w) = Ψ˜
n
j,+(w), w ∈ V˜ −j+ , j ∈ Z.(7.29)
Note that this is an analogue of (10.3) in [7, Proposition 10.2] in the logarithmic
chart. As a consequence, the same symmetry (7.29) holds for the limits Ψ˜±j on V˜
±
j ,
j ∈ Z, as n→∞, defined in Lemma 4.1 (2). In particular, for j = 0 and for y ∈ R+
it holds that:
Ψ˜+0 (y) = Ψ˜
+
0 (y) = Ψ˜
+
0 (y), y ∈ (d,+∞) ⊂ V˜ +0 .
Finally, returning to the variable z, this gives:
Ψ+0 (x) = Ψ
+
0 (x), x ∈ R+ ∩ V +0 .
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That is, Ψ+0 (R+ ∩ V +0 ) ⊆ R+ ∩ V +0 , which completes the proof.
It is left to prove (7.29) by induction. For n = 0, (7.29) is trivially satisfied,
since Ψ˜0j,±(w) ≡ Ψ˜0(w), w ∈ V˜ ±j . Here, Ψ˜0 is the Fatou coordinate of the (2,m, ρ)-
normal form, ρ ∈ R. It is analytic globally on a standard quadratic domain and
satisfies Ψ˜0(R+) ⊆ R+, due to ρ ∈ R. Therefore, the basis of induction follows by
Schwarz’s reflection principle.
We now suppose that (7.29) holds for all 0 ≤ k < n, n ∈ N. We prove that it
implies (7.29) for n. Take w ∈ V˜ j+, for some j ∈ Z, then w ∈ V˜ −j+ . We can show
the same for pairs w ∈ V˜ j−, w ∈ V˜ −j+1− , j ∈ Z. By the Cauchy-Heine construction
from Lemma 4.1 (1), see (4.11), R˜nj,+(w), w ∈ V˜ +j , is a sum of terms of the form:
T (w) :=
1
2pii
ˆ
Ck0
gk0
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜
n−1
+,k−1(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ,
where each of them has, in the sum, its "pair" by symmetry:
P (w) :=
1
2pii
ˆ
C−k+1∞
g−k+1∞
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜
n−1
+,−k+1(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ, k ∈ Z.
This "pair" is obtained as the Cauchy-Heine integral along the line
C−k+1∞ = {w ∈ − log(RC) : Im(w) = (−4k + 3)
pi
2
},
which is exactly complex-conjugated to the line:
Ck0 = {w ∈ − log(RC) : Im(w) = (4k − 3)
pi
2
},
due to the symmetry of standard quadratic domains with respect to R+. See
Figure 3.1 for indexing.
On the other hand, the same pair T (w) and P (w) appears also in the sum for
R˜n−j,+(w), w ∈ V˜ +−j . Therefore, to show that R˜nj,+(w) = R˜n−j,+(w), w ∈ V˜ +j , we
show simply that, on symmetric petals, P and T exchange places by conjugation.
That is, we show that:
(7.30) T (w) = P (w), P (w) = T (w), w ∈ V˜ +j .
Indeed, by the change of variables ξ = Re(ζ) in the integral, we get:
T (w) =
1
2pii
ˆ +∞
xk
gk0
(
e−2piiΨ˜
n−1
+,k−1(ξ+i(4k−3)pi2 ))
ξ + i(4k − 3)pi2 − w
dξ =
=
1
2pii
ˆ +∞
xk
−g−k+1∞
(
e2pii·Ψ˜
n−1
+,k−1(ξ+i(4k−3)pi2 ))
ξ + i(4k − 3)pi2 − w
dξ =
=
1
2pii
ˆ +∞
xk
−g−k+1∞
(
e2pii·Ψ˜
n−1
+,−k+1(ξ−i(4k−3)pi2 ))
ξ + i(4k − 3)pi2 − w
dξ.
Here, xk > 0 is the real part of the initial point of half-lines Ck0 or C−k+1∞ . It is the
same for both lines, due to symmetry of standard quadratic domains with respect
to R+. The second line is obtained directly using symmetry (7.28) of sequence of
pairs (gj0, g
j
∞)j∈Z. In the third line, we use the induction assumption (7.29) for the
previous step n− 1.
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Now, complex conjugation of the integral gives:
T (w) = − 1
2pii
ˆ +∞
xk
−g−k+1∞
(
e2pii·Ψ˜
n−1
+,−k+1(ξ−i(4k−3)pi2 ))
ξ − i(4k − 3)pi2 − w
dξ
=
1
2pii
ˆ
C−k+1∞
g−k+1∞
(
e−2pii(Ψ˜
n−1
+,−k+1(ζ))
)
ζ − w dζ = P (w).
The same analysis is repeated for P (w), and for all pairs of terms in the sum for
R˜nj,+(w) i.e. R˜n−j,+(w). Thus (7.30) is proven and R˜nj,+(w) = R˜
n
−j,+(w), w ∈ V˜ +j .
Consequently, since Ψ˜0(w) = Ψ˜0(w) on the whole standard quadratic domain (due
to real invariant ρ ∈ R), it follows that
Ψ˜nj,+(w) = Ψ˜
n
−j,+(w), w ∈ V˜ +j .
By induction, this holds for all n ∈ N. 
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